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for Truth

Opposition Mounts
To Wagering Vote

hoios by Ron Brtamlt

Dr. and Mrs. Falwell welcome Mr. and Mrs. Warner (left photo), while Dr. and Mrs. Lakln pose with former Virginia
Attorney General and Mrs. Andrew P. Miller.

Va. Leaders Worship
While services are continually filled to
capacity at Thomas Road Baptist Church,
the Lynchburg, Va., fundamentalist
ministry is also becoming the center of
attention for Virginia's governmental
leaders.
As Dr. Jerry Falwell, TRBC pastor, has
beome more outspoken on moral issues
facing Virginians and Americans, his
opinions and advice are being sought more
and more by those seeking to serve the
public.
On Oct. 17, Dr. Falwell met with John
Warner, the former U.S. Secretary of the
Navy and administrator of the Bicentennial
Administration. Warner, a conservative,

was visiting with Lynchburg-area business
and professional leaders seeking their ideas
and support.
Warner, who lives in Middleburg, Va.,
is thefRepublican candidate for the U.S.
Senate.
On Sunday, Oct. 22, Warner was accompanied by his wife, screen actress
Elizabeth Taylor, to worship services at 11
a.m. at Thomas Road.
The Warners were greeted by swarms of
news reporters but declined to give interviews or autographs, noting "we've
come to worship this morning and not to
politic."
Also at the Oct. 22 Sunday morning

worship services were Virginia Lt. Gov.
Charles (Chuck) Robb, State Sen. and Mrs.
Elliott Schewel, Del. Joan Jones and her
husband, Lynchburg Mayor and Mrs.
Elliott Shearer and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
P. Miller.

Miller, who was invited by Calvin
Falwell of Lynchburg, is the Democratic
candidate for the U.S. Senate seat.
Both Warner and Miller are seeking
election in the Nov. 7 balloting for the seat
currently held by Sen. William L. Scott.
Virginia's senior Senator is Sen. Harry F.
Bryd Jr., an independent.

By HARRY COVERT
Opposition is mounting
toward a movement which would
allow pari-mutuel betting on
horseracing in Virginia.
Virginians will be casting their
ballots in the Nov. 7 general
election to determine if gambling
will be permitted.
This will be the first time in the
history of the state that the
gambling measure has been
approved for a voter referendum
by the Virginia General
Assembly.
Opposition to the pari-mutuel
betting referendum had been
quiet and stagnant until midSeptember when Dr. Jerry
Falwell began speaking out in
opposition to approving the
gambling bill.
Dr. Falwell's opposition has
generated publicity within the
Old Dominion and has been in
support of a group called "
Virginians Opposing F ir Mutuel Gambling."
Dr. Falwell, in opposing parimutuel betting, has purchased
radio and television commercials
on stations throughout Virginia
expressing his opposition to
betting. He has also scheduled a
series of newspaper advertisements for Virginia daily
and weekly papers seeking voter
support.
While public opinion on the
pari-mutuel gambling issue has
been quiet up until the past few
weeks, polls indicate many
Virginians would support the
referendum.
Many Virginia religious
leaders have begun to oppose
pari-mutuel betting, seeking to
generate support to defeat the
bill.

St., Richmond, and has also
been placing advertisements in
newspapers and on radio and
television.
Advertisements show that the
"facts are frightening" if
Virginians approve betting. The
committee cites that legalized
gambling is accompanied by
infiltration of organized crime
and an increase in illegal gambling; that Virginians are being
asked to subsidize a dying industry and that track revenues
are steadily declining in
Maryland, New York and New
Jersey.
Among the main arguments of
those opposing the betting issue
is the simple fact that the Old
Dominion's stature would
diminish among the leading
states of the nation. Legalized
gambling, according to Richard
A. Bishop, treasurer of the
committee, increases corruption
and he indicates that former
Illinois governor, the late Otto
Kerner, and Maryland's Gov.
Marvin Mandel were both
convicted of crimes concerning
their illegal involvement in race
tracks.
Dr. Falwell is raising more
than $50,000 to battle the parimutuel betting issue. He cites
that the Bible speaks out against
gambling and that despite the
claims of those in favor of
racetrack betting, gambling will
not give Virginians increased tax
revenue.
"Gambling is wrong," Dr.
Falwell said. "It's pure and
simple. God condemns gambling, betting violates every
principle for which Christians
stand and I would be failing the
Lord and Christians everywhere
i f I did not speak out.''

"Virginians Opposing PariMutuel
Gambling"
is
headquartered at 106 North 8th

Dr. Falwell has called for
every Christian and preacher of

the Gospel in Virginia to "speak
out against pari-mutuel betting.
Virginia is a wonderful state and
we want to keep it that way."
If pari-mutuel betting is approved, horse racing tracks
would be constructed in the
Northern and Tidewater sections
of Virginia, according to those
promoting pari-mutuel betting. .
Virginia's General Assembly
has always defeated in committee
any bills which would place
betting on the statewide ballot.
Each of the racetracks planned
for construction would cost
approximately $35 million and
proponents attempt to cite that
the betting would generate $265
million a year in revenues.
While the horsebreeding industry has been promoting
approval of the pari-mutuel
betting, many Virginians have
opposed the issue. Among those
in opposition is Chesterfield
County State Senator Frederick
T. Gray.
Sen. Gray has cited the influence of organized crime and
the problems psri-mutuelbetting
would cause many innocent.
families.
While many eligious leaders
of various denominations have
just recently begun to speak out
in oppositon, public opinion has
been running high in favor of the
bill in Northern Virginia
(Arlington,
Alexandria,
Warrenton) and Tidewater'
(Norfolk, Portsmouth, Virginia
Beach, Newport News, Hampton
and Chesapeake).
Dr. Falwell plans to step up his
commercial announcements on
radio and television and in
newspapers up until election day.
"We cannot stand idly by and
let voters not know what's
happening," Dr. Falwell said..
"We must stand up and speak
our convictions."

ALL TALK AND ACTION
By HARRY COVERT
The eyes of the world are upon The
Old-Time Gospel Hour and its dynamic
founder, pastor, speaker and director Dr. Jerry Falwell.
The 45-year-old radio and television
pastor is no stranger to the media but in
recent weeks and months, Dr. Falwell has
been the featured attraction in Esquire, the
renowned national magazine; spotlighted
on the ABC Weekend News; CBS* 60
Minutes; and the NBC Tommorow Show,
starring Tom Snyder.
Why all of the attention on the Lynchburg, Va., pastor?
Simple. Dr. Falwell has directed and led
the growth of the Old-Time Gospel Hour
to the point of its being the largest syndicated weekly religious television program
in the United States and as chancellor of
Liberty Baptist College is the prime mover
in the growth of Christian education in the
world.

Dr. Falwell has been the subject of
numerous magazine articles in the religious
field, but his dynamic leadership of the
growing ministries has drawn the attention
of such national newspapers as the Wall
Street Journal and the Washington Post.
The Tomorrow program is one of the
mos't popular of all secular television
shows. It is aired nightly Monday through
Thursday beginning at 1 a.m. The host,
Tom Snyder, is considered one of the
outstanding interviewers in broadcasting.
Dr. Falwell's appearance on the
Tomorrow program has drawn acclaim
from all over the nation. His stature as a
minister of the gospel was enhanced in the
secular world and new avenues were
opened for reaching the people.
Snyder is considered an aggressive
interviewer. His style with Falwell was
conversational as the television evangelist
discussed the growth of Thomas Road

"Tomorrow" host Tom Snyder (left) interviews Dr. Falwell on NBC-TV.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS BOOMING
By ELMER TOWNS

The 70's were forecast as the decade of
big churches, and that has been verified by
the controversial growth of thousands of
Sunday Schools. The anticipated release of
the list of the 50 fastest growing Sunday
Schools reveals that some big ones got
bigger and the boom of baby churches is
muscling out other tired, worn out giants.
There is growth in every one of the 50
states, which testifies a Sunday School can
grow anywhere. Also, growth is spread
across a wide variety of denominations.
The Baptists led in 18 states, the Assemblies of God won 13 states, while the
Nazarenes captured three and the
Wesleyans two; the rest of the leaders were
spread
across
five
independent

congregations and a variety of other
recognized denominations.
Old main-line denominational churches
such as the First Presbyterian Church,
Colorado Springs, Colo., gained 196 new
attenders,
while the
sponsoring
denomination has reported a decline for
several years.
New churches such as the Church of the
Bible, Rapid City, captured the growth
award in South Dakota with an average of
35 in their first year of operation.
The fastest growing Sunday School in
America is a repeat winner, Calvary
Assembly of God, Winter Park, Fla., with
a growth of 682.
See Fastest, Page 2

Baptist Church, the Old-Time Gospel Hour
and the educational ministries.
On Oct. 16, Dr. Falwell was the
featured guest, along with Dr. Edward E.
Hindson, TRBC's director of counseling,
on NBC-owned WRC Radio in
Washington, D.C. They appeared as the
guests on the Jerry Williams telephone callin show.
On the WRC program, Dr. Falwell
fielded questions concerning his speaking
out and preaching against the immorality
of homosexuality, abortion, promiscuity
and legalized pari-mutuel betting.
Many of the telephone callers in the
multi-million plus population Washington,
D. C , area questioned the Thomas Road
pastor as to his aims and goals and why it
was necessary to "raise scads of money."
Dr. Falwell replied that Christian
supporters of his ministries were involved
in the one goal of "bringing lost souls to
the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ."
Falwell said he has never deviated from
the Great Commission of teaching and
preaching the Gospel to every creature.
"God has called us to seek lost souls. I'm
not a politician. I use every ounce of my
life preaching and seeking the lost world."
While the Wall Street Journal reported
positively on the growth of the Falwell
ministries as a multi-million dollar
organization, the Esquire magazine article
gave the ministry an appearance in the
secular world never before presented. The
article also attempted to talk about Dr.
Falwell personally.
On the Tomorrow program, Dr.
Falwell was able to discuss his conversion
to Christ while still a student at Lynchburg
College where he was studying mechanical
engineering. He explained he was converted by listening to Dr. Charles E.
Fuller's Old Fashioned Revival Hour from
Long Beach, Calif.
In answer to a question by Snyder, Dr.
Falwell said he was probably one of the
first television and radio preachers to be
"converted" through the use of the media.
Dr. Falwell's appearance on the
Tomorrow show was originally scheduled
for Wednesday, O c t . i l , but the program
was pushed up to Oct. 12 when Snyder
interviewed Los Angeles Dodgers Manager
Tom LaSorda after his team defeated the
New York Yankees in the first two World
Series games.
Incidentally, Dr. Falwell is an
unabashed New York Yankee fan and was
not hobbled when the program was
bumped. Many people in Lynchburg, Va.,
stayed up late to watch the Tomorrow
show and Dr. Falwell, as chancellor of
LBC, even gave LBC students permission
to stay up late to watch the program.
See TV, Page 3

Dr. Falwell visits Senators Helms and Byrd in Nation's capitol.

PRAYS FOR NATION
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Helms Is Christian Senator
ByRUTHTOMCZAK
Upon leaving the Senate Office
Building after a visit with Senator Jesse
Helms, one cannot help but feel a renewed
sense of pride in our country and thankfulness to God that there is a man of such
conviction and courage upholding our
Republic.
In a state with a four-to-one
Democratic registration, Jesse Helms was
the first Republican to be elected to the
United States Senate from North Carolina
in this century. He took office in January
1973 and rapidly rose to national
prominence. Congressional profiles
describe him as "A New Kind of
Politician," "A Totally Principled
Politician," a conservative with whom
honesty is an obsession. Jesse Helms
describes himself as a "country boy reared
in a Christian home, working with
missionary zeal as a Christian to reinstate
the rule of Christ in our sadly demoralized
country."
"It is only by repentance and submission
to God that our country can survive and
prosper." -Jesse Helms
Every day Helms prays for a rebirth of
the spiritual values that made us a nation in
the first place. "If the spirit of God were to
rouse two hundred million Americans to
action, there is no describing the greatness
and glory in store for this country, or the
blessings forthcoming to nations now held
captive - if and when, once again, the
Unites Stated rededicates itself to the cause
of freedom under God's law," he says.
"Only a small fraction of one percent of
humanity has ever enjoyed the benefits
of American citizenship and the liberties
that it confers. Liberty in any form is
not guaranteed by edicts or
proclamations or slogans from the mob,

but by order and discipline and a
fundamental self-control." --Jesse
Helms
Jesse Helms has dedicated himself to
bringing our Republic back to God. He is
an honored and highly respected Senator,
one who regards his position as a grave
responsibility. He is the first North
Carolina Senator and the first Republican
ever to win the coveted Golden Gavel
Award and the second Senator in history to
have won it twice. This award is presented
to senators who have presided over the
United States Senate one hundred or more
hours in one session.
"The Divine Providence on which our
forefathers relied has been supplanted
by the Providence of the All-Powerful
State. I believe that this is the source of
deep weakness in America, because it is
a transgression of the first and greatest
of the Ten Commandments." -Jesse
Helms
Senator Helms works 70 to 80 hours
each week, much of this time being spent
on the floor of the Senate, "guarding the
bridge." In more than 3,000 rollcall votes
during his term in the Senate, he has been
present and voting 97 percent of the time ~
one of the highest records in the history of
the Senate.
He has taken effective leadership on a
host of legislative issues. He has sponsored
or cosponsored over 75 pieces of legislation
designed to aid the farmers of this country,
and because of his membership on the
Agriculture Committee, has participated in
the writing and enacting of hundreds of
such bills. He has sponsored or cosponsored 13 proposals to end forced busing of
our school children.
See Helms, Page 2
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Helms Supports Prayer In The Public Schools

editorial

Continued From Page One
"Atheism and socialism - or liberalism,
which tends in the same direction - are
inseparable entities: when you have men
who no longer believe that God is in
charge of human affairs, you have men
attempting to take the place of God by
means of the Superstate." --Jesse Helms.
On nine occasions he has asked the
Senate to consider reinstating prayer in our
public schools. Senator Helms believes that
banishment of pryaer and Bible reading
from the public schools has been a factor in
the maturing of a generation who reject the
values, discipline, and moral standards that
Christians have respected and preserved for
thousands of years.
"Before our Senate sessions begin we
ask God's blessing on our efforts. The
Supreme Court has denied that same right
to millions of school children across the
nation," says Senator Helms.
"We forfeited by judicial fiat the rights
of millions of American school children to
invoke the blessings of God on their work.
A handful of determined atheists and
agnostics, in collaboration with a handful
of Pharisees on the Supreme Court,
succeeded in their great aim of using the
power of the law to eradicate all mention of
God and His Word in every public school
classroom in America. And all this was
accomplished in the name of civil liberties.
"A greater crime against our children
could hardly be conceived. In this case, as
in so many others, the Court forced from
the Constitution exactly the opposite
conclusion from what the founding fathers
intended. The banishment of the Lord
from the public schools has resulted in their
being taken over by a totally secularist
philosophy." Senator Helms will continue
the battle until the free exercise of religion
is restored to its full constitutional status.

Why Christians
Should Vote
When a person accepts Jesus Christ as Lord and
Saviour, he takes on many responsibilities. Among the
blessings of God the Christian receives is citizenship to
go along with a new life of mind, body and soul.
Part of a Christian's new life is participation in the
daily life of his communtity ~ local, state and
national.
In addition to caring about his neighbors' souls
and Life Eternal, a Christian must care about his
community and how it is administered by both elected
and private citizens.
A Christian is duty-bound to participate in the
election process of trie leaders of his government. No
nation on earth, has ever been blessed to the same
extent as has the United States. Freedoms in every
walk of life are apparent and only God has permitted
every American the life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
Every American and especially every Christian
American must be and should be a registered voter.
And, they should exercise the privilege of casting
ballots to decide who will lead government and who
will make those important decisions that keep this
nation strong.
People who don't vote in elections ought not to
criticize the actions of political and governmental
leaders. The American republic is strong because God
has blessed it with freedom in every way. It is tragic
when Christians don't vote.
Those who call themselves Christians, those who
love God, those who love their families and love their
country, ought to bt in the forefront on election day,
casting their ballots for the candidates they believe will
lead them in the right Way.
For years, ma'njr Christians have failed to participate in the voting process. On Nov. 7, Americans
will be going to the polls to elect new leaders. It is the
duty of every Christian to cast a ballot. Stand up and
be counted. The way to do it is in the ballot box.

UlllllllllllllUllllllllllll

We have just figured out the perfect college according to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. A perfect college has the appropriate number
of blacks, women, native American Indians and
persons with Hispanic surnames. The buildings are
equipped with wheelchair runways and the bathrooms
have split toilet seats. All audio-visuals are done in
Spanish and made available to students in Puerto
Rico. The teachers are hired to reflect the demography
of the relevant human resource base, and all textbooks
and other publications are entirely free of language
that reinforces individual sex roles or racial sterotypes.
Students can never read the Bible, or begin class
with prayer. But they can read any type offilthbased
on the philosophy that education includes exposure to
all experiences. If the pledge of allegiance to the
American flag is allowed, no student will be required
to conform to such a show blatant of Americanism. As
a matter of policy, individuality is a higher priority
than conformity to any community standard.
Nothing will be said about how well students read
or write. There will be little said about class attendance
requirements, outside preparation and knowledge of
research procedures. '
The perfectly educated student will have the
freedom to do what he desires, when the mood arises,
in the manner that fits the moment. But no one realizes
that the studeafr 1$ %lpded by ignorance of great
literature. He is bound because he cannot fulfill the
basic skills of arithmetic. And the worst bondage is the
student's enslavement to his desires. He is not free to
pursue truth.

Illllll
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Dear Editor:
In the Sept. 29 issue of the
Journal-Champion you carried a
full-page ad about new LongLife Food supplements and
dehydrated foods. I, as a truck
driver, and knowing a little
about the transportation system
of our country, want to also add
my warning to folks to stock up
oh these foods for any
emergency. There will be a steel
haulers strike this winter, and it
may well spread throughout the
industry. Trucks now haul most
of the goods America uses. I
want to commend your paper for
many timely features.
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The SO fastest growing Sunday Schools
will be recognized at the International
Sunday School Convention, Cobo Hall,
Detroit, Mi., on Thursday, October 26.
The following night, the fastest growing
Sunday School from each province of
Canada will be recognized.
The Fastest Growing celebration has
been held in Detroit for five years. Clate
Raymond, director, notes, "I like this
contest because any church can win, small
or large." The attendance dates for the
contest run from the Sunday after Labor
Day until the Sunday before Memorial Day
because these are considered the growth
months of Sunday School.
Ten years ago Christian Life began
recongnizing large, fast-growing Sunday
Schools. In almost every case, the cause of
growth was aggressive outreach which was
symbolized by Sunday School busing,
contests, advertising, and campaigns. The
major thrust was soul-winning and baptism. When Christian Life began its listing
the Independent Baptist swept almost every
prize and some accused the magazine of
promoting a Baptist list. But the Baptists
were on the list because they were the ones
who were growing.
But times have changed. This year's
growth is spread across 13 denominations
and there are g'x different Baptist groups.

journal • champion
Q 2 yrs! - $ 16.95
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"This Hfe, we know, Is only a
prelude to onr eternal
destiny; we can never be at
peace when we ignore the
spiritual
and
moral
dimension of our earthly
existence." -Jesse Helms

Calvary Baptitl Of Turner
Turner, Maine
Rev. Pat Brown
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He is the holder of 13
national and international
freedom and conservative
awards and holds an honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws from
Bob Jones University. He was
nominated for Vice President of
the United States at the
Republican Convention in 1976
but asked that his name be
withdrawn.

"The devil is still at work
today promising the whole

Continued From Page One
There are more previous winners listed
on this year's chart than any other year.
Eighteen churches are winners again for at
least the second time. Some churches '
organize all thier resources and surge ahead
.to be the fastest growing in their state for
one year. But it.Is difficult to win. more
than once because^-fifrfired space,- limited•'"•>
money and because workers get tired of
over-extending themselves.
The Huffman Assembly of God,
Birmingham, has won in Alabama for five
years - every time the award has been
offered. Truly this is a remarkable feat,
considering the enormous obstacles to
growth.

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

Lee Roberson, Chancellor
Tennessee Temple Schools
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Illlllllllllll

Seventeen times Senator
Helms has offered legislation to
aid the growth and stability of
the economy. Eleven times he
has attempted to get' his
amendments calling for a
balanced Federal budget passed.
Once, he came within three votes
of success.
He is author of the "human
life amendment," which would
protect the right to life of unborn
children.
Senator Helms is an outspoken advdcate of fiscal
responsibility. Thus far in his
first term in the Senate, he has
returned to the U.S. Treasury
nearly a million dollars of the
funds allocated for his official
use. He has traveled in many
foreign countries, but none of his
trips were taken at taxpayers'
expense. Recently he paid the
army for his official trip to the
Panama Canal Zone. When he
has flown on Air Force One with
the President, he has sent his
personal check equivalent to the
first-class commercial air fare to
the White House in payment for
the flight. His Weekly newspaper
column and his weekly radio
report are not prepared at
government expense.

years the Christian religion
Senator Helms has a special
has warned us that the
affinity
for handicapped
greatest sins we can fall into
children. He is director of the
are presumption and despair.
North Carolina Cerebral Palsy
Because I believe this, I feel a
Hospital in Durham, a director
duty to reiterate, however
of United Cerebral Palsy in
inadequately and unworthily,
North Carolina, and a director
the great moral and political
of Wake County Cerebral Palsy
truths that have sustained us
and Rehabilitation Center in
as an independent nation for
Raleigh. As a Baptist, he is one
two centuries - truths which,
of the founders, and now serves
In our current climate of
at director of Camp Willowrun,
apathy and skeptdtm, are so
a Christian camp for children.
gravely endangered." -Jesse
"Conservatives believe that
Helms
government begins with the
"Within my own lifetime,"
individual and proceeds to
says Senator Helms, "I have seen
the family. The ultimate
the most ferocious assaults on
government Is the dominion
Christian faith and morals.
of God. In between we find
Especially in the last 25 years, the
the state, whose purpose is to
federal government has not even
regulate specific dealings
tried to conceal its hostility
among nations and men." toward our churches. The attack
Jesse Helms
One Christmas several years-' is now being prepared against the
ago Senator Helms and his wife, family as the last bastion opDorothy, read a newspaper story posing the totalitarian state.
"As long as we continue to
about orphans who were asked
what they wanted for Christmas. make a god of government and
One nine-year-old boy said all hiei forget that America was born in
wanted was a father and mother, God's grace, of faith and
The Helmses, who already had decency and honor, we will
two daughters, adopted the boy continue to discard our most
precious heritage."
who had cerebral palsy. The boy,
Senator Helms is married to
Charles, underwent expensive
the former Dorothy Coble of
corrective surgery on deformed
limbs and underwent skin grafts.. Raleigh and is the father of three
children, Jane, Nancy, and
Today at 23, he is a college
Charles.
graduate and a senior life-saving
"Each of us has a part to play
swimmer.
In bringing about the great
Senator Helms is a softspiritual awakening that must
spoken and polite man who.,
come upon this nation before
always puts other people first.
we are brought to our knees
Many people who meet him
by the just chastisements of
remark that he is the most"
God. I call upon all those
considerate man they have ever I
who feel within themselves
met. But he. is a strong man, one
the shackles of dispair and
of fire and iron who stands
unbelief to rise and be about
firmly for what he believes. His '
our Father's business as our
book, When Free Men Shall
Lord Jesus Christ gives us the
Stand, now in its eighth printing,'
grace to do His work. Like
speaks of the need for politics
Israel, we must turn to the
grounded in biblical un-;,
Author of liberty to enjoy
demanding.
again what once we had so
abundantly." -Jesse Helms
"For nearly two thousand,;

Fastest Growing Sunday Schools To Be Honored

Who Is Free?

Dear Editor:
Thank you so much for the
splendid story written about
Tennessee Temple Schools I We
appreciate this coverage given to
us in the Journal-Champion.
Here at Tennessee Temple we
are seeking to do a distinctive
type of work. Our students come
to us from every state of the
Union and from many foreign
countries. We seek Jh. our
teaching, training, chapel hours
and assignments to .'bring our
young to an understanding of
what it means to live the victorious life.

Itllll

panoply of material wealth to
thoie nations that disavow
their Christian hcrtitage and
accept him at prince of this
world. Nation after nation
hat accepted the devil's
bargain, only to find
themselves
deceived,
betrayed,
and then
destroyed." -Jesse Helms
Senator Helms opposes
official U.S. Subsidies to Marxist
revolutionaries. He has been
alert to the threat posed to our
security interests by the procommunist drive to conquer to
mineral-rich countries of central
and southern Africa. He stands
for firmness in defense of our
national interest overseas and
protecting the individual liberties
of American citizens at home.
"It Is not by any combination
of money and power and
armaments that communism
will be restrained, but only
through faith in God, heroic
discipline,
and moral
courage." --Jesse Helms
A much sought after speaker.
Senator Helms has given hundreds of major addresses across
the nation. He receives a massive
amount of mail, approximately
6,000 letters a month from out of
state.

"Ultimately, the author of
human liberty is Almighty
God, who endows each
human being with free will.
Every human being since
Adam has been free to obey
the laws of God, or to
disobey them; to enjoy, In the
words of Scripture, the
glorious liberty of the sons of
God, or to submit to his own
slavery in sin. God Himself
does not constrain our wills;
In His infinite majesty, He
respects the choices made by
men."-Jesse Helms

To champion the cause of righteousness, calling this nation back
t° the principles of truth, equity and decency that arc based on the
Word of God.
To lit together Ibe Thomas Road Baptist Church family by
pabtktiiag events, personalities and trends so that together they can
carry out their God-given purposes.
To encourage aggressive evangelism among all Christians and
ehwebes both in our nation and around the world.
To coaaauuikalc the fundamentals of the faith and defend them
from aB attacks.
To rally all BiMe-bcUcving Christians lo the cause of Christ.
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High School Spanish'Pays Off For Vicki

Members of Smite's Foreign Exposure Program (top
photo) prepare to leave Lynchburg for visit to Mexico,
while in lower photo, Vicki Clemens of Pottstown, Pa.,
prays with Latin teenagers.

TV Shows Guest Spots
- 6 1

Continued From Page One
,
,' t
Dr. Falwell was able to give his par- j
sonal testimony and his opinions on
presenting the Gospel, message on the
Tomorrow program. He was compared to i.';
several recognized "media ministers" and
indeed was greeeted" warmly on the
program.
Dr. Falwell has been the "man in
demand" in the past several months on ea$t .*
coast radio and television programs wherehm
the audience responds by telephone and in !
the broadcasting studiosV
He has been debating known
homosexual men who< hold responsible. .
academic and religious positions on
television and radio stations in
Philadelphia, Baltimore and New York
City. Dr. Falwell, in each of the programs/
has called homosexuality "perversion" and
"unscriptural and unnatural."
In each of the appearances, Dr. Falwell
said it is the duty of every "Gospel
preacher to speak out against immorality
and call perversion by its real name, sin."
The Lynchburg pastor has been
aggressive in his outspokeness against
immorality and other issues when they
involve morals.
One telephone caller on. the Washinton
program criticized Falwell on his antiabortion stand, noting she "had an
abortion in order to put her husband
through college." Another caller noted she
had decided to have her baby, even though
she was unmarried, and delayed obtaining
her education until the child was older.
The latter caller noted she had waited
for the son to grow and then entered law
school, where she earned her law degree
last spring. She also said she had been
saved four years ago and while her decision
to have her baby (out of wedlock) was
difficult, she couldn't be happier.
Dr. Falwell is being sought to appear on
other national programs, both on radio
and television.

r

By RRENDA I AS 11 M IN(,
Did you ever take Spanish in
high school and wonder if you
would ever have any real opportunity to use it, or did you
wonder what it would be like to
visit a culture different from
your own?
Vicki Clemens of Pottstown,
Penn., and Kevin Stephens of
Kansas City, Mo., had their
chance of a lifetime Oct. 16 when
a group of 30 persons went to
Mexico for eight days on a
Foreign Exposure Campaign
sponsored by SMITE, Student
Missionary Intern Training For
Evangelism.
Vicki is a music major at
Liberty Baptist College, and
Kevin is a missions major. Both
are members of Eurica, a SMITE
singing team that will travel this
year to countries in Europe and
Africa. Their team and two other
SMITE teams travelled together
to Mexico for the purpose of
receiving training in individual
cross-cultural situations.
Like most persons who go on
Foreign Exposure Campaigns,
Vicki and Kevin had never
travelled outside the United
States. They were anxious prior
to leaving that this first exposure
to a different culture might give
them greater understanding and
increase their vision and burden
for a world that needs to be
reached with the Gospel.
Because they . are learning
missions' songs through involvement with SMITE, Vicki
and Kevin expressed a desire to
see a foreign mission field first
hand to give the songs more
personal meaning.
Vicki, who has had four years
of Spanish, told the JournalChampion before her trip, "I'm
anxious to see the Mexican

people because I have even found
differences among kids at LBC
Who have been born and raised in
different parts of the country."
Some 20 Foreign Exposure
trips are planned to Central
America this year at a cost of
$395 per person., this includes
air fare, food and lodging for
eight days, and it is open to
pastors and lay people across
America who are involved in
missionary endeavors.
Dave Pantana, who will lead
the majority of the campaigns,
said persons who have never
been outside the United States
are encouraged to come for an
educational experience. It is also
an opportunity for churches to
visit their missionaries in Central
America.
Pantana, who is in his sixth
year with LBC and his first year
with SMITE, said, "many
Christians, even pastors, have
misconceptions of missionaries
and of what mission fields involve. SMITE wants to expose
people so they can see that
missionaries are not isolated as
they once were because now
more modern means of transportaion are available."
After their return from
Mexico, the Journal-Champion
interviewed Vicki and Kevin
again to see if the trip was as they

had anticipated. Vicki, who most
of her life has dreamed of going
to Mexico, said she cried as the
plane approached Monterrey.
"It was a dream come true, and I
was so grateful God had allowed
me the privilege to come that 1
could not hold back the tears. I
thought back to all the times
when I was learing Spanish and
hoping for an opportunity like
this," said Vicki, who, while in
Mexico, won four persons to the
Lord.
Except for a more noticable
degree of poverty among the
people, Kevin found Mexico
"pretty much" as he had expected. "I would recommend
Foreign Exposure to anyone who
has never been outside the
United States because it gives
tremendous insight into worldwide areas of need, and it can
help a person decide if crosscultural missions is really for
him."
According to SMITE director
Dale Peterson, the prime emphasis of Foreign Exposure is the
evangelistic involvement opportunity of area churches doing
extensive follow-up after groups
return to the United States. For
example, in the first two Foreign
Exposure Campaigns, SMITE
distributed 3,700 Bibles, 5,000
tracts and 6,000 Gospels of
John.

"WELCOME PASTORS

M

To The Super Conference
While In Lynchburg visit our store for the finest
selection of Bibles, Books, Curch Supplies,
Sacred Albums, 8-Tract Tapes, Cassettes,
Sheet Music, Choir Music, etc.

Fright Night
Opens Friday

Large Quanlty of Books
. And Visual Aids on
Sale for 1/2 Price

A four-day "Fright Night"
begins Friday, Oct. 27 at 1503
: ,Grace, Street,
Lynchburg,
sponsored by the Thomas Road
Baptist Church youth department.'
In .1976, at a "Scare Mare"
sponsored by the TRBC youth
department, 300 decisions for
Christ were recorded with more
than 6,000 people attending the
event.
"Fright Night" is scheduled
Oct. 27, 28, 29 (for LBC students
following Sunday night service)
and Monday, Oct. 30. The
program begins at dark and ends
approximately at midnight.

Christian Book Shop
19-AWadsworthSt.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
At Pittman Plaza Entrance
Phone 845-9056
Hours 9-6 M.-Th. 9-9 F. 9-5:30 Sat.

s u B S C KTB E !

"Pastors who are here with
their staffs at Super Conference
should strongly consider Foreign
Exposure for their churches. It
will
revolutionize
church
missions programs and increase
missions giving," Peterson said.
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Bridal Gowns
< Cakes
Wedding Pictures
Flowers
845-4&B
Doris Rohleder
824 Rivermon* Avenue
Let Others see Christ in You

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Individuals needed for fast growing, glamorous travel industry. We are expanding this multi-million dollar travel industry. Learn how you cqn,quallfy to
travel free and earn good money. Travel to Hawaii, Europe, Orient, Carribean
and around the world.
. ^ j . ,(i
Fifty percent of the hosts are women. Husband and wife teams work great. Let
us put you in the exciting travel business and enjoy the good life.
The cash investment of only $4,700 for inventory and supplies includes all
expense seminars in a major U.S. city and further training in Hawaii. Applicants
will be interviewed individually. Part-time and fulltimepeople needed. Hurry,
call or write to see if you qualify for this most rewarding opp6rtur\ityt.
, ,.
Mr. Jerry Sanders
World Tours, Inc.
P.O. Box4836
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(615)870-4511

»; - I 1
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Mrs. Laura Matteson
World Tours, Inc.
P.O. Box 10578
Lynchburg, VA 24506
(804) 237-6271

e&^r-

ENJOY

0

Cartlfa potmtp
jrfw

WITH OCR NATIJRAI,

Experience

Something Beautiful.

Celebration Sfcoppe

For information on future
Foreign Exposure Campaigns,
call (804) 846-5271, or write Dale
Peterson or Dave Pantana at
SMITE Foreign Exposure, 716
Church Street, Lynchburg, Va.,
24504.

Campus Purchase
Denied By OTGH
Published reports within the
past several weeks have linked
the Old-Time Gospel Hour with
the purchase of Ambassador
college's Big Sandy, Texas,
campus.
However, officials of the OldTime Gospel Hour and the
ministry of Dr. Jerry Falwell said
they were not involved with the
negotiations for the sprawling
Texas campus and had no intentions to become involved.
A separate group of Lynchburg, Va., businessmen, who
are Baptist, announced they were
attempting to buy the campus.
This group, however, is not
connected with the Old-Time
Gospel Hour.
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STo P o i s o n o u s S p r a y s

The Bill Gaither Trio
Saturday, Oct. 28

Xo Preservatives

Organically raised: Grains, Beans, Seeds, Nuts, Stone Ground
Flours, Packaged Mixes, Pastas, and Dried Fruit.
t O J
Luncheon Meats without Nitrates/Nitrites
Whole Grain Breads & Crackers
Unhydrogenated Peanut or Seseme Seed Butters
Dairy Products such as Yogurt,
Raw Milk Cheese, Honey Sweetened Ice Cream
Healthful Snacks & Honey Sweetened Soft Drinks
Cold Pressed Vegetable Oils
Pure, unadulterated Fruit Juices
With that Fresh from the Farm Flavor
/
Herb Teas - Raw, Untreated Honey
Body Building Protein Powder
u 1
Brewer's Yeast and Vitamins
i Jtj\ i

v. h

.

A Distributor for Long Life Foods.
&

When Bill Gaither writes a song he tells you something about his life. And
something about yours, too. TheKing is Coming, He Touched Me, Because He
Lives, and Something Beautiful are songs like that.
Grammy awar(Twinning songs that have set new standards for gospel
music. Songs with messages that reach the hearts of us all.
But it/s when these songs are sung by the voices which created them that
we get to know Bill Gaither best. And what his songs can say to us.
Experience the Bill Gaither Trio in concert.
Be a part of something beautiful.
In Concarts The Bill OaltlMr Trto/Oct. IS, 7j JO PM/Roanok* Civic,
Center Coliseum. Reserved seats M.SO * $5.50. Tickets att Roanoke
Civic Center Box Office and all Heironimus Dept. Stores.

EARTH'S BOUNTY
FOREST HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
LYNCHBURG, VA
384-8856

T
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C R I B E!

Haitian officials attend vocational school dedication (left photo), while Rev. Roscoe Brewer, joined by Supt. Antoine Alexis (left center
photo), delivers principal address in St. Mark, Haiti. In right photo, Alexis and Brewer complete commemorative event.

HAITI*S LIBERTY BAPTIST VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

160 Students Find Dream A Reality In Carribean Islands
For 160 excited Haitian
students in St. Mark, Haiti, Oct.
2, 1978 was a memorable day. It
was a beginning for them. They
could sense the availability of a
better way of life, they could feel
the love of the Christians who
were helping to make their
education
possible.
Their
"dream" school, Liberty Baptist
Vocational School, had become
a reality.
When
Antoine
Alexis
graduated from Liberty Baptist
College in May 1976, he had a
yearning to return to his
homeland of Haiti. The desire to
see his people won to Jesus and
educated lay heavy on his heart.
At home, Antoine became
superintendent of Strategic
Baptist Missions (made up of 28
Haitian Baptist Churches) and he

COUNTS &
JONES Dd
(804)

2 37.2*01

REALTOR

• J I 4 TIMaCRLAKt ROAD . LYNCM»UF>0. VIROINIA

NEW LISTING

WILDWOOD
Beautiful Spanish home -- just 41/a years old -- excellent
condition -- rich, hardwood floors -- four spacious
bedrooms -- fireplace in master bedroom -- nice family
room with fireplace -- thermopane windows -- patio off
master bedroom -- two car garage -- $78,900
<

FREEMAN

Free-Flex

i

Margaret Templeton

unigently set out to capture his
island for Christ. He started a
four-year
Bible
institute,
Thomas Road Bible Institute of
Haiti, in St. Mark's White Rock
Baptist Church. Presently 25
men are in their first or second
year of ministerial training there.
Liberty Baptist Vocational
School did not come about
overnight. Construction of the
197' x 20' building, which
consists of six classrooms, began
in the spring of 1978 when 36
LBC students and a small group
of students from Minnesota,
aided by hired and volunteer
Haitians, erected the building.
After its completion, a health
clinic used the facilities until the
first week in October when all
Haitian schools are scheduled to
begin. One hundred sixty high

237-2008
LAST ONE OUT CLEANS THE ARK !

O
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$54.95
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Is The Spirit Moving You ? "

LONG-LIFE FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS
I N S T A - P R O T E I N POWDER
M U L T I - V I T A & M I N E R A L TABLETS
CHEWABLE. V I T A M I N C TABLETS
CALCIUM TABLETS
ALFALFA TABLETS
...FROM L O N G - L I F E

SEMINAR
Come and hear how
the changing world of
food concerns your
health and welfare.
What about the nation's
food reserves?
What about the distressing factors that could
cause a food shortage?
Come and hear one of
"Frontier Foods" top
men, Tom Norfleet
(Vice-President of Marketing) discuss these
issues and how you can
overcome them with a
practical solution.
What are the important
reasons for using LongLite Foods?
DON'T MISS IT!!!!
EVERYONE INVITED!
Friday Night — Nov. 10
7:30 PM
Thomas Road Baptist
Church - Old Sanctuary

Ruth Stephensen
Internationally
known food consultant, author of seven
cookbooks, and
recognized authority
on the preparation of
low moisture foods.
"I heartily endorse Long-Life Foods. Both the taste
and nutrition are outstanding. 1 believe that this is
the food of the future."
' 7 have found the people of Tlie Fron tier Food Association to be of the highest character and integrity.
They are dedicated to providing only the finest
quality products and service to their clients and
customers."
J o h n R a l s t o n (Former Coach, Denver Broncos)

High Protein Products
Eggs both lor scrambling and whole
Peanut Butter Powder
Beel. Chicken, Ham and Unllavored
TVP

"I believe the preparation for the unexpected is the key to winning in football
and in life. My family has a real sense of
Dairy Products
security because weJcnow that with our
Buttermilk Powder and Butter
supply of long-life Food weareprepared
Powder
and protected."
Cheese Powder

What about the nation's
food reserves?
Dr. Norman Borlaug (Nobel Prize winner for
his work as the father of the "Green Revolution") in testimony before the U. S..-Senate
said:
"I'm depressed not because the world
doesn't liave the capacity to produce more
food, but because we have found ourselves almost devoid of reserves."
U.S. News and World Report made this comment
in an article:
"Only two years ago the U. S. was
routinely providing enough food aid to
cover the world shortfall all by itself. But
now, poor weather and growing demand
have exliausted this country's food reserves."

Both Sour and Sweet Cream Powder
Milk Powder - nonlat instant, nonlat
regular and whole regular

Fruit and Fruit Drinks
Apple Morsels, Applesauce
Granules and Apple Slices
Banana Slices
Date Bus
Fruit Galaxy and Fruit Mix
Peach Slices
Pear Halves
Raisins
Natural Grape. Orange and
Pineapple flavored drinks
Orange Breaklast Drink. Instant

Vegetables
Baby Lima Beans and Cut Green
Beans
Beets, Cabbage and Carrots
Celery. Com and Onions
Split Peas and Green Garden
Peas
Potatoes — diced, instant granules.
and sliced
Salad Mixture and Soup Mixture
Spinach Rakes and Slew Mixture
Tomato Crystals and Tomato Flakes
Yam Rakes

Grains, Grain Products and
Seeds
Pearl Barley
Natural Gram, Fruit and Nut Cereal
Corn Meal and Cracked Wheal
Cereal
Flour — White Enriched and Whole
Wheat
Elbe Macaroni
Popcorn and Rice
Quick Rolled Oats
Soybeans and Spaghetti
Wheal - means

They can save on
their grocery bill.

It's the unexpected that usually happens. So
each of us must accept the possibility that
our income could be cut off or substantially
reduced. Problems in the economy, unexpected illness, or business reverses are
realities that could affect our ability to earn
money.

Easy to use—rehydrate In
minutes.

To increase the buying power of
your money

Nearly twice the protein of
meat—low cholesterol.

You can select from a wide variety of Longlife Food — nearly a hundred foods. It can be
purchased by the package or can.

No refrigeration needed.
Storage space reduced
80%.

As an investment for the future

Shelf-life up to 25 years.

With Long-life Food you can buy tomorrow's
food at today's prices.

Perfect tor long-term
storage.

As insurance against possible
food shortage

Approved by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

To enable concerned and prudent families to
insure against possible food shortages, the
Frontier Food Association offers a complete
program of Long-life Food.

Exact portion control — no
leftovers, spoilage or waste.

Consumers agree the food
is delicious and the flavors
are garden fresh.

Nearly a hundred foods to
choose from.

WRITE TODAY
F I N D O U T HOW
Y O U CAN SAVE $ 100.00111
D I am very interested in receiving more information about your products
D I am ready to place an order for some Long-Life Foods

Snacks, Desserts and
Beverages

Filling

Long-Lite foods are highly
nutritious.

Act now to take advantage
of the benefits of Long-Life
Food for you and your
family.

Bacon Tidbits. TVP
Corn Syrup Crystals and Honey
Margarine Powder
Black Pepper and Iodized Salt
Shortening Powder
Beef and Chicken Soup Base
White Gianulated Sugar
Active Diy Yeast

Gelatins Cherry. Lemon. Lime.
Orange Raspberry and
Stiawbeiry
Milk Shake Mix Chocolate and
Vanilla
Peanuts. Salted Spanish
Pudding, Chocolate and Vanilla
Tapcca
Walnut Halves and Pieces

W
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As insurance against personal financial reserves

Cooking Aids

Cocoa Mix
Custaid No-Bake
Cherry and Raspberry Dessert

COUMAN CHADU

Important reasons for
using Long-Life Food

$100 OFF!!!
What customers are
writing and saying

"VCHBUNt, VA WrffciflMfUS

On Oct. 2, 1978, Roscoe
Brewer, TRBC missions director,
and Doug Achilles, Haiti project
coordinator, along with three
other TRBC members, flew to
Haiti to help Antoine Alexis
dedicate
Liberty
Baptist
Vocational School.

Roscoe stated, "We are not
merely providing a school for
Haitian people to learn how to
make a living but we are showing
them that real life is found in
Jesus Christ. We are meeting
both the physical and spiritual
needs of the people and that is a
responsibility, an extension, of
the local church."
Liberty Baptist Vocational
School is just one more of the
many projects that have been
started and completed in Haiti
because of the sacrificial giving
of the TRBC members and the
OTGH family.

Kedhj Out.

239-6918

With everthing ready, the
students and teachers waited
anxiously for their "dreamcome-true" to officially open.

With an air of expectancy, the
Haitians watched and listened
carefully to the dedication
service. Rev. Christian T.
Coicou, a 75-year-old Haitian
pastor led in prayer before the
cornerstone was laid. Antoine
gave a speech thanking LBC,
TRBC, and Dr. Falwell for their
help. The magistrate of the
territory, Mr. Frank Ade, gave a
speech and then Roscoe Brewer
presented the dedication address.

Footwear so supple, it won't break a raw egg when
pressed down. Our unique construction duplicates
the flexibility of your foot, step after comfortable
step. Superbly crafted of fine leathers, inside
and out, with durable sueded leather
soles. Take your next
step in famous FreeFlex-you don't have
to break them in!
FORUM Chestnut or
Black Signature
Calfskin.

9I6MA1N5T

school graduates enrolled in the
two-year courses of LBVS to
study tailoring, dress making,
commercial baking,
wood
carving, cabinet making, iron
work, welding and auto
mechanics. LBVS is an integral
part of the White Rock Baptist
Church. Chapel services and
Bible study are also a vital part
of the schools' curriculum.

D

I am interested in selling your products in the Lynchburg, Virginia area.

•

I am interested in a Virginia Distributorship

i

| •
!

I am interested in sponsoring a food seminar, similar to the one
advertised in this ad

Name
AddressCity

.Phone
.Zip Code.
.State

SEND COUPON T O D A Y T O : F O O D I N V E S T M E N T A S S O C I A T I O N
6 2 0 0 Fort Ave. (lower level)
^ ^
Lynchburg, Virginia 2 4 6 0 2
^
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Hyles-Anderson College Grows, Totals 1,405 Students In Six Years

From the
Counseling
Center

m

WaUy Major '•'
Q. I am a high school student planning to go to
college. 1 enjoy my church youth group very much and
would like to be more active in it than I am able 10 be.
Since dad died and my older sister got married, mom
has had bad problems with her heart.
It seems like every time I start to go somewhere
with our group, mom has an attack. This has happened a dozen times or more in the last couple of
months, and each time she has ended v.p »n the
hospital, sometimes I hate her because she's always
getting sick just when I want to have some fun with
friends my own age. What can I do?
A. Sometimes, because of fear, a perso
emotional stresses are 'handed over' to the physical,
resulting in what is called a "psychosomatic illni
This simply means that the end result, in this cast your
mother's heart problems, is not caused by an
malfunction, but is psychologically induced.
Possibly because two people she loves very in
have left her, one through-'death and the
marriage, she feels the threaft of being left all al
She quite possibly feels that,shc has to 'han
you by getting sick when you begin to leave her.
One very important that she needs to know is that
you love her (even though you are not
geographically near her). You fan develops secui
her about your love for herpy reinforcing v ha
say by your actions.
Talk to your pastor about"the situation. Schedule
regular counseling sessions with him for you and youp
mother. He has the best tool with which to he In . •
the Word of God. Allow rwfln to shew both o.l
God's solution.
vix
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Henderson
Heads LBC
Students

would lie considered unusual by
conventional educators. For
instance, the school has maintained an uncompromisingly
fundamental emphasis on all its
doctrine. The term "fundamental" is used proudly by the
school.
The college has been built to
include an intensely evangelistic
atmosphere. All of the faculty
and students are required to go
soul-winning every week.
Students participate actively in
the youth ministry, bus ministry,
Sunday School, and other
ministries of the First Baptist
Church of Hammond, which has
been built on personal soulwinning.
Dr. Hyles added that the
college blends the finest of
scholarship with the best
College's Building
practical teaching possible.
Faculty members not only teach
what to do but how to do it.
winning churches so that God Preacher boys arc taught how to
n>ight temper His judgenrent of start churches, how to build
America.
buildings, how to borrow money
During an all-night prayer from lending institutions, how to
meeting by the freeways of Los raise money and adopt a budget,
Angeles, the Lord gave Dr. and how to organize, operate,
f lylcs' burden a new direction as and perpetuate a New Testament
He led him to begin a college. church. Teacher education
I he school would be to train the students are taught what to
kind of preachers that Hylcs feels teach, how to teach it, and how
.'•i- needed badly by our nation.
to best help the pupils whom they
Some months later, on a will teach.
speaking trip to the West with
Would anyone be interested in
Dr. Russell Anderson, a attending a college like this? The
businessman from Michigan, the ever-increasing enrollment of the
drearri concerning the college schools seems to respond with a
tuok a specific form, and the resounding "Yes." The school
n-»me of Hyles-Anderson College opened its doors with the largest
was chosen.
first-year enrollment of any
In designing a format for this independent Bible college in the
college, Dr. Hyles and the ad- history of our nation, Dr. Hyles
ministration have sometimes felt said. Each semester since has
led of God to follow paths that seen a new record set for total

enrollment so that, in the titih
Z r Of its history, there were
1 405 enrolled.
'• Hyles-Anderson College is

definitely not for everyone, but
for that student looking for a
school where love is practiced.
standards arc high, rules are

enf

°r«' d ' a " d '
Sftft
blended with the n t a M H
» « £ * • ««£ ^ o o 1 (<f "S
*"nd. Pr. Hyles said.
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With election results in, some
28 Liberty Baptist College
students now make up the 197879 LBC student government
association.
Daniel Henderson is student
body president and also
president of the student executive
committee, which has charge of
the government of all students
regardless of their class. His
committee members are Vice
President Rick Scharmann; Vice
President in charge of student
services Bob Miller; Secretary
Debbie Seneff; and Treasurer
Carol McClellan.
Reporting to the executive
committee are representatives
from each of the four classes.
The senior class representative is
Jane Sims; representing the
junior Class are Andy Friedman
and Kitri Currey; sophomore
class representatives are Lesa
Sumner and Sue Paulson; and
freshman representatives are
Kelly Carr and Colleen Buckley.
In addition, each class has its
own officers which help plan
activities to enhance the life of
the students while they are at
LBC. These class officers are
known as the Student Senate.
Senate members from the
senior class are President Patti
Lay, Vice President Craig Sands,
Secretary Christy Clayton and
Treasurer Delores Bishop.
Junior Senate members are
President Steve Patterson, Vice
President Kim Raynor, Secretary
Georgia Hoiliday, and Treasurer
Debbie Patrick.
From the sophomore class are
President Randal Miller, Vice
President Noel DePalma,
Secretary Ronda Katterhcinrich
and Treasurer Anna Patterson.
Freshman Senators are
President Van Dalton, Vice
President Mike Cameron,
Secretary Cherri Counts and
Treasurer Sandy Steffens.

YOUR OPINION URGENTLY NEEDED
TO HELP

i

fl
i
I

Wake Up Virginia!

LIFE BIBLE CURRICULUM
meets its greatest test. Will It give this beginning teacher
the tools and training needed to succeed? It will! And at the
same time, il will challenge the experienced teachers in
your Sunday School.
ACCENT ON LIFE BIBLE CURRICULUM provides built-in
teacher training, valuable teaching aids and worthwhile
, Jparniaj).activities, en designed to undeKtitf Bible lessons
that fire-faitlilul to the truths taught in God's WoroV
Experienced teachers and beginners alike find this to be the
curriculum that makes teaching easy and learning exciting.
Send today lor an Examination Packet. Your teachers will be
glad you did!

Where do YOU stand on the vital issue of
legalized pari-mutuel betting
(race track gambling) in Virginia?
Are you in favor of pari-mutuel gambling even at the
i risk of letting ORGANIZED CRIME get a foothold in
Virginia?

i

DYES

you believe that the revenues* from a gambling
tax are worth the risk of opening Virginia to the
2• DoCORRUPTION
other states have experienced (such
as Maryland and Illinois)?

DYES
ACCENT-B/P PUBLICATIONS
12100 West Sixlh Avenue • SL9«» P O. Box 1M37
Denver, Colorado 80215
Yes. I wisrt to ermine vour materials Pleas* send ma Examination Packet(s) tor
Sunday School.«
_
'
(individual department)
Training T'lni}, or
. . .
I individual department)
New Convert Courses (children vouth, adults)
Pbifm Nil m# l *rfl! SETUMN THE 0ACKET In 45 DAYS. OR keep tl and pay 9n
MEMO BILLING.
Send to
City. Slate, Zip
Church ,

IK) NOT COM*

ff:

**• /V--.''.;c pf the dark
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•s Backfcjroui d
Hysteria
spells
iurance ^as expired
»K- Afraid
tuations

Phone

TheNew
International
Version Bible,
double
column editions.
1611 A l>. the Authorized Kiny James Version of the Bible has

ii rl the tradition
But "r'u tin
iranslai
eta ol

iccepted choice.
i -• International Version A modem English
io faithfully accurate, that it ushers In a new
I hrl I • around the world
featute
brief (larif) Ing
read Palatino
16 payes of 4
.; - ill pnnti .1 on quality Zonderlite
pei (letyoui
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Slack, Burgundy and

DNO

DNO

3

Are you willing to risk weakening the moral fiber of the
• Commonwealth to satisfy the cravings of gamblers?

• YES

D NO

*The projected state gross gambling tax revenues, before
deduction for expenses, is less than % of one percent of the
state budget, and...
...the president of the Virginia Horse Council has admitted
that race track gambling revenues will not lower taxes!

Your opinion is needed NOW to help in the campaign to
alert and mobilize Virginians against the rjsksand dangers
of legalized gambling.
ji# = »; \\
*

HEREARE
THE FRIGHTENING FACTS'
Legalized gambling is accompanied by infiltration of
Organized Crime and an increase in illegal gambling.
1
Virginians are being asked to subsidize a dying industry—track
revenues are steadily declining in Maryland, New York and New
Jersey.
1
Illegal gambling is financed by Organized Crime.
1
Legalized gambling increases corruption. Governor Kerner of
Illinois andGcvernor Mandel of Maryland were both convicted
of crimes concerning their illegal involvement in race tracks.

lo|d

.

.

.

•

$44.95

The beginning
oi anew
tradition.

§ai* mm t
for middle schoolers only
BUWBVIU
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Um l o i r s * Pill MAN PI . / \
lilt. ItOlti
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U 1,1111

Christian Book Shop
19-A Wads worth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
At Pittman Plaza Entrance
Phone 845-9056
Hours 9-6 M.-Th. 9-9 F. 9-5:30 Sat.

You can help now by sending this questionnaire
and your contribution to:
VIRGINIANS OPPOSING PARI-MUTUEL GAMBLING
106 No. 8th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Name
Address
City
.State.
.Zip.
• CHECK BOX IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION

Paid for by Virginians Opposing Pari-Mutuel Gambling
Richard A. Bishop, Treasurer

L_

All contributions are Gratefully Accepted

N19
PLEASE RETURN THIS ENTIRE QUESTIONNAIRE •

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Miller/
Davidson

COUPLES CLASS TEACHING, FELLOWSHIP
By BRIAN EDEN
The Sunday School is one of
the strongest arms of the local
church. But the "forgotten
man" of Sunday School may
well be the adult. The local,
church has specialized in youth
ministries, children's ministries,
senior ministries, handicapped

ministries, and other specialized
ministries many times to the
exclusion of the adult ministry.
At the Thomas Road Baptist
Church there is an increasing
interest in adult ministry.
One of the classes tnat
ministers to young adults is the
Couples Bibles Class. Three
years ago this class was initiated

Housing Availability?
Employment Possibilities ?
Climate? Schools?
In the Lynchburg

area.

Let us ANSWER THESE
QUESTIONS FOR YOU!!
Call or drop by
Today
Sharon Meerbaum
525-6501
or
Ann Alty
384-2743
3700 Old Forest Rd.

TrSfft
SHOWCASE PRONRTIIS

We're the Neighborhood Professionals;

by the Thomas Road Baptist
Church. Dr. Woodrow Michael
Kroll, Professor of Religion at
Liberty Baptist College, was
asked to be the teacher. At first,
Dr. Kroll was reluctant to teach
the class because there were
several family-oriented classes in
the church at the time. He said
that as a Bible teacher he was not
prepared to teach a family
seminar class. But when the
church indicated that it was
interested in a Bible teaching and
not a family problem oriented
class, Dr. Kroll accepted the
invitation to become the teacher.
The class was begun in March
of 1976. That first Sunday, with
26 people in attendance, was the
beginning of something very
unique in the Thomas Road
ministries. The class rapidly grew
under the capable teaching of
Dr. Kroll and on their first
anniversary Sunday an attendance of 301 was recorded.
Since that time, the class has
grown with each room that it has
occupied; moving from one
room to another the class would
quickly fill the room until a
larger space could be obtained.
In the mind of the teacher, the
purpose of the Couples Bible
Class is threefold. Dr. Kroll
explains, "The Couples Bible
Class exists for teaching,
fellowship, and service." With
reference to teaching, the subject
matter of the class is either Bible
or doctrine every Sunday. "We
alternate between Bible and
doctrine because we feel that this
age group especially needs to be
rooted and grounded in the
Word. I try to teach those books
of the Bible or deal with those
doctrines which are not ordinarily dealt with in the course
of the Christain's education in

Dr. Lee Roberson • Dr. John R. Rice - Rev. Ken McComas

o

Enjoy the 1978
SOUTHWIDE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP
held at Beth Haven Baptist Church,
October 2-4,1978.

PASTORS!
You can have 20 issues
of the Journal-Champion
sent to your church twice
a month for only $4.00
monthly.

Hear all 11 speakers and Conference music.
12 tapes in an attractive vinyl album.
Retire this i4
a«a M M M0.00 tff
rtfilar ftrto tf *59.00f!

KROLL
the total program of the church.
Such books may be Habbakuk,
Zephaniah, James, etc." The
teaching of the Word of God in a
survey style is augmented by the
teaching of doctrine. "We also
attempt to teach those doctrines
which are necessary for the
growth of the individual, but not
necessarily taught from the
pulpit."
In the past the class has dealt
with such doctrines as the
dispensations, the covenants, the
gifts of the spirit, biblical
separation, etc. Dr. Kroll indicated, "It has been my experience, especially in a situation
where there is an educational
institution as part of the church,
that very frequently young
couples have difficulty in relating
to one another because of a
disparity in their understanding
of the Bible. By that I mean, the
husband may go to class at
Liberty Baptist College, Liberty
Baptist Seminary or Thomas
Road Bible Institute and be
involved in heavy theological
discussions all day long. He has
learned about the impeccability
of Christ, the hypostatic union
of Christ, etc. Then when he
comes home to share with his
wife, her big decision for that
day was whether to use Cheer or
Fab. In the Couples Bible Class,
we attempt to do something
about this problem by training
husband and wife together in
Bible and doctrine. This is one of
the major purposes for which we
exist."

SPECIAL OFFER

$1A00
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paid)

Writ* "SouthwM* TapM"
c/o Bath Hamn Baptist Church, 6616 Johmontown Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40272.

Dr. Curtii Hiitson - Dr. A.V. Henderson - Dr. Beb Groy

Journal-Champion
Circulation Dept.
P.O. Box 1111
Lynchburg, Va. 24505
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L o r Sao*** SenThe Results Are In !
L O O K at t h e s e exciting series—all written by Dr. Truman Dollar, Dr.
Jerry Falwell, Dr. A.V. Henderson, and Dr. Jack Hyles:
BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE F A I T H - t h e b e s t place to start. Study
o f thirteen foundational doctrines of t h e Faith.
KEY CHAPTERS OF THE B I B L E - J e w e l s from Scripture. Thirteen
favorite chapters from God's Word.
SURVEY OF A C T S - T h e Gospel in action! Challenging account of
how the early church turned the world u p s i d e down.
WILDERNESS J O U R N E Y S - E x a m p l e s for u s . God's dealing with H i s
people from Egypt to the banks of the Jordan.
LISTEJtf to what s o m e o f America's outstanding pastors are saying
about curriculum from Fundamentalist Church Publications:
"I must admit that this curriculum is one of the finest that I have had
opportunity of surveying....I certaimly commend this curriculum to any
fundamental, Bible-believing Sunday school. It will upgrade your
training program, fill the coffers of your soul rich with jewels from the
Word of God, and enrich your evangelistic efforts to reach souls for
Christ."
Dr. William W. Pennell
Forrest Hills Baptist Church
Decatur, Georgia
"We have used several different Sunday school curriculum series, but
none of them have been received as enthusiastically by our teachers as
the Fundamentalist Church Publication series."
Dr. Jerry Prevo
Anchorage Baptist Temple
Anchorage, Alaska
"I am very impressed with the Bible-centered and practical approach
of the lessons."
Dr. Gary Coleman
Lavon Drive Baptist Church
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ Garland, Texas
YKS! Wc KJIII ui uu< rundamcnijIiM Church Piihlujiions mmiuluni
ACT
it) our SullJ.n vhool 1'Kjsc Mild:
Fundumcnullttt Church Publication* WUDIH yuu to hliurc In the
s m v i s s of men who liun- built four of the count ry'» most •uCGCMful
Sunday st liools
1(1' curriculum In non-dated, ttlmplc to understand, euit.v to tcuch,
und urucllcul In approach.
And. II IH Inexpensive. Everything Is Included In u single volume, HO
you only need to buy one copy for each teacher.
The icsults are In! An lucre-using number of paHtors are discovering
(hut 1 ( 1 ' curriculum la the answer to their search for reliable, practical
luudaineniallat Sunday school curriculum.
ACT now! Order Fundamentalist Church Publications curriculum for
your teacher* today.
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The third purpose for the
existence of the Couples Bible
Class is service. Since the young
couple is in the age group from
which the church must draw the
bulk of its workers, the Couples
Bible Class serves as a staging
area for the workers of the
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
"Our class has supplied the
church with more than 200
workers presently involved in
other areas of the church
ministry," Dr. Kroll notes
Throughout the past years, the
Couples Bible Class has proven
its value as a Sunday School
class. Many graduates of the
educational institutions of
Thomas Road Baptist Church
still remain in touch with the
church and with the class. The
outline of Dr. Kroll's lesson is
printed each week in a class
bulletin and these are provided
for those leaving to serve the
Lord elsewhere so that they may
build a reservoir of information
to be used in their new location.
It's gratifying to see the excitement whjrt is generated
through this adult ministry, and
to know that in a large church
like Thomas Road Baptist
Church the adult does not have
to be "the forgotten mart."

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Miller
of Redford Township, Mich.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kathy Jean, to
Leonard Ramon Davidson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ramon (Dave)
Davidson of Lynchburg.
Miss Miller is a 1977 graduate
of Redford Union High School
and attended Liberty Baptist
College. She is employed by the
Ford Guest Center in Dearborn,
Mich.

Mr. Davidson will graduate
from Liberty Baptist College in
the spring of 1979. He is an
associate evangelist with the
Jerry Falwell
Evangelistic
Association.

The wedding will take place on
Nov. 24 at Fundamental Baptist
Temple in Detroit, Mich.

MISS KATHY Jl$AN MILLER

Bauch/
Barrett

LBC Parents Weekend
Features Miss Liberty

Mr. and Mrs. Alvis S. Bauch
of Stroudsburg, Pa., have announced the engagement of their
daughter Bonita to Jeff Noel
Barrett of Miami, Fla.
Barrett, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Barrett, is a secondyear student at Liberty Baptist
College.
Miss Bauch is also a secondyear student at LBC.
A July wedding is planned in
Miami.

By BOB HARRIS
j.host - along with Student Body
1 The first annual Miss Liberty 7 President Daniel Henderson - of
; Pageant, a visit by former Miss nahe Miss Liberty Pageant, to
•VS.-A- Karen Morrison, the first lo loommence at 7 p.m. Friday,
- Homecoming-Parents Weekend U 'Nov. 3.
of its kind and a Praise Festival no 1. Xhere are already 27 canextravaganza - these are but to didates for the pageant. They
some of tHe activities Liberty
"will be narrowed down to 10
Baptist College has planned for' • semifinalists by pageant night,
the week of Oct. 30-Nov. 5.
oi;/*ho will be judged on their
All in all, it's called Spirit r! ability to think quick and on
Week, and it is another effort byes\ (heir stage appeal. Then, after
the Student Affairs Office Mil the judging is narrowed down to
make LBC a most unusual place. - five semifinalists, the girls will
Brian and Debbie Eden anto go.
slrU -change into formal evening
nounce the birth of their son,
LBC has had Homecoming 0 gowns, and Miss LBC 1978-79
Sean Aaron. Sean was born at
weekends before, but they o n l y . . will be selected.
9:48 p.m. on Oct. 21 at Virginia
consisted of the football game.'The pageant is a formal affair.
and Ji'the crowning of ai . ' Guests are expected to wear
Baptist Hospital. He weighed 8
Homecoming queen.
* 0! formal dinner clothes. In adlbs.,8oz.
Now, with the parents in townn dition to the pageant, a special
and other related events (in*!'?' production of classical music will
-eluding College fdr a Weekend)* • J be offered.
Student Activities Directdr . The theme of the pageant is
Lamar Keener expects this to. . i."We Have This Moment."
become one of the big events of;',
The actual Homecomingthe year.
) J Parents Weekend starts with
chapel services at 10:30 a.m.
Kicking off Spirit Week will be
Children's
Adults
Friday, Nov. 3. Former students
the presence of Miss Morrison on
of LBC have been invited to
campus. She was crowned Miss
attend and take over the services,
Illinois in 1974, and six weeks
including the preaching and
later she became Miss USA 1974.
special music. Keener says he
She also was one of the 10
WE PRINT
expects quite a few parents to
finalists in the Miss Universe
for everyone! YOU think of the idea, i.e. "I want
attend as well.
pageant.
that Mountain" or "Joshua, 7 Times Round," or
Though she was not saved
The Flames will match
maybe the name of YOUR Sunday School Class or
when she was Miss USA, she
football skills with Ferrum
continued to host the statewide College at 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
Church or Whaterver you may want!! We'll print it!
pageants in Illinois and at one of
Nov. 4, in City Stadium in
With Block Letters. LIMIT 25 letters. PRINT VFRV
.(hem she was witnessed to and
Lynchburg.
CLF,AR! Great for Men, Women, Boys, Girls.:.
acccpte'. Jestis Christ1 as Her' - At 7 p.m. Saturday, LBC will
Makes Fantastic Gifts 100%/50-50% Cotton TeeSavifftr.' SiriCfc 'ther.;' Miss" host the Praise Festival, a large
Morrison has made a ministry
Shirts. P.Blue or Gold. If any doubt choose larger
production featuring the music
out of doing seminars and
ministries of many of the
sizes.. .Give clear information. Print.
workshops on "inner beauty."
Thomas Road family, in the
Children Sizes
Adult Sizes
She leads sessions on charm,
main auditorium on Thomas
W
Small
" ' S , » Sma11
make-up demonstrations, fears
- /
Road. Among the guests are the
and phobias about beauty,
Medium ^4
«»^
Medium
LBC Chorale, Choraliers,
etiquette, and problems young
Chamber Singers, the LBC Stage
Large
*T
^L
Large and Ex. Large
people have in staying beautiful.
Band, Robbie Hiner, Pattie
Rizzo, Don Norman, the OldSuch will be her ministry
Time Gospel Hour Trio (Don
throughout Spirit Week at LBC.
Norman, Christy Clayton and
Add $.80 for each order of two or less. Ask about
She'll kick it off with the Six
O'clock
News and Views ' Robbie Hiner), and others.
our Quantity Rates. For Example: 144 Shirts. @
seminar Monday, Oct. 30, in
Other events tied in with the
$2.80 ea.
room
C-101
on
Liberty. Homecoming-Parents Weekend
WRITE OR CALL TODAY
Mountain, in which she will
are:
speak on etiquette. Her seminars
THE TEE-SHIRT SHACK
- A reception with LBC
for students will continue
President Dr. Pierre Guillermin
P.O. Box 2131, LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
.throughout the Week.
Friday night following the
Phone 804-8451827. Ask for Denny
Miss Morrison then will be copageant. Parents will meet with
Dr. Guillermin and other
jfHlMllllllltllllllllllllllimilllllimiiiin
iiiiiiiimn
IHIHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIH
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
11
members of the LBC faculty.
- The
LBC
Alumni
Association will be officially
chartered at 9 a.m. Saturday in
the main dining hall on Liberty
Mountain. Dr. Jerry Falwell and
Dr. Guillermin both will be
present. It will include a
breakfast.

Sean Aaron Eden

SUPER
PERSONALIZED
TEE-SHIRTS!

$5.79 ea.

YQU NAME ITii + + + +
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Englander

wood stoves

Yesterday's Idea Designed For Today
The wood stove was once an accepted fact of life. Today,|
people everywhere are rediscovering the great economy and
charm of the most attractive home heatingallernative available
If you think this is just grandpa's old stove come back to life,
look again!
•

I The Englander—the "original" model, available in two sizes, with or
without the air-circulating blower which draws air from your rooms
I and forces it through the fabricated heating chamber. Expertly designed
the handmade Englander exhibits a craftsmanship rarely seen t o d a y yet the price is less than many well known brands.
Compare for quality and performance.
With the Water Heating Attachment, the
Englander can reduce the cost of hot water to
pennies a day I Or it can be attached to baseboard
not water heating systems. Designed for installation by a licensed plumber, the thermostatically controlled unit is the most exciting
energy-saving idea in wood stoves today. It
means maximum savings to you this winter!

The entire line of Englander Wood Stoves, available with Hatmhm <* liberty Bel) door d<atign», cany a
lifetime guarantee.
I'al'h plus H",..

Your (fnfanifaj Dealer is

_ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^

Suic
rundjiiientjlisi ChurilvPuhlualiens
P i ) rku 2 rtJONjsuwIU'. IN *7Jll_*

The second purpose of the
class is for fellowship. Many
times larger churches are
criticized because they do not
provide adequate personal
fellowship for their members.
This is not true with the Couples
Bible Class. "We have a monthly
fellowship in which all the
couples of the class, and any of
the church, may and do attend.
For example, recently we held a
Hobo Hayride in which the
couples participated by dressing
up as hobos and going on an oldfashioned hayride. This event
was attended by nearly 75 per
cent of the Sunday School
class," said Dr. Kroll.

Xi|

Aubrey Faulconer & Son
Amherst, VA 24521
Phone:946-5271

ENGLAND'S STOVE STORE
Route 29 South
Tel. 237-1296
3.6 miles south of airport entrance

Featuring airtight *w*i)iWy • handcrafting * quarter web steel piate construction • cast iron door *
precision draft controls « firebrick lining • forced *ir drcuhrtion » cooking surface » safety • economy.
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Fundamental
Baptists
To Meet
The
Fifth
Fundamental
Baptist Congress will be held
Nov. 6-9 at Temple Baptist
Church in Detroit, Mich., Dr.
A.V. Henderson, pastor.
This gathering of Biblebelieving Baptists will attract
pastors and lay people alike from
all sections of the U.S. and.
Canada. Speakers and topics
have been chosen with the aim of
clearly and forcefully setting
forth the cardinal doctrines of
fundamental Christianity.
The objectives 01 me meeting
are five-fold:
1. To set forth a united
testimony that Fundamental
Baptists are united on the great
fundamental doctrines of the
Bible as historically held by
Baptists.
2. To openly declare that we
are a company of thousands of
old-fashioned
Bible-believing
Baptist Churches, and that we
are not and will not be identified
with the National Council of
Churches, with the World
Council of Churches, or with the
Baptist World Alliance.
3. To enjoy the inspirational
messages of many of the .nation's
outstanding gospel preachers
unequivocably declaring the
cardinal doctrines of our faith
during this conference.
4. To strengthen one another
in fellowship and in our common
faith and practice.
5. Most imporant of all, to
magnify our wonderful Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ by unitedly
declaring our subordination to
His Lordship and our acceptance
of the full authority of the infallibly inspired Scriptures.

\
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HOMOSEXUALITY...LEARNED BEHAVIOR

Beverly LaHaye Says Christians 'Asleep' On Issues

SAVE MONEY
on DUPLICATORS and CASSETTE SUPPLIES
UJollensak

High Speed Cassette Duplicators

3T>
By BRENDA EASTERLING
The homosexuality, equal
rights and abortion issues have
come out of the closet, and ladies
like Beverly LaHaye are taking a
stand for Christ and the moral
fiber of America.
Beverly is the wife of Dr. Tim
LaHaye, the well-known author
of The Unhappy Cays, a book
that has caused much response
among homosexuals. "Most of
our mail is from homosexuals.
Only one of 12 letters from
homosexuals docs not ask for
help," said Beverly who counsels
through the mail and has a list of
counsellors across America who
are contacted to do person-toperson work in (heir areas.

BKVKKLY LAHAYE

"We've had homosexuality
for years, but it was always kept

Deal With Depression,
Marilee Horton: Example
turn me around at the right time.
After this, I began to Find
comfort and courage from the
Word of God."
One Bible verse which became
a strong point as Marilee
regained her health was John
10:10, "The thief cometh not,
but for to steal, and to kill, and
to destroy: I am come that they
might have life, and that they
might have it more abundantly."
The note from her daughter,
however, became a turning point
in Marilee's life and prompted
her to write the book. Dear
Momma, Please Don't Die. In
this book Marilee shows that no
person in her life would have
been to blame for her suicide.
She relieves persons of
responsibility who may have
blamed themselves for her attempt. "The only culprit is
Satan. He is the only one who
could stand to benefit from the
MARILEE HORTON
suicide of a Christian or a nonChristian," Marilee told the
Journal-Champion.
By BRENDA EASTERLING
Marilee Horton has two ways
"Surprisingly, no one conof looking at sut fering.
demned me for attempting
Seven years ago when she was suicide. The Lord has made me
blinded for several weeks by an stronger. He has given me more
attack of multiple sclerosis, she insight into suffering. This
accepted the disease and God's experience, has enabled me to
grace to become victorious over better counsel people who are
it. This gave her an opportunity bothered by depression."
to witness of God's healing
Marilee, whose home is
power to many other persons Tampa, Fla., teaches a Bible
who were suffering from disease class on Tuesdays at Temple
and illness.
Heights Baptist Church. On
But four years ago, a more Thursdays, she drives to
painful illness added a new Clearwater, Fla., to teach a class
dimension to her understanding. at Trinity Baptist Church there.
"For five weeks 1 suffered inMarilee observes, "Sometimes
tense physical pain with no let young Christains go so far with
up, and doctors could not find the Lord before realizing it is not
the cause. I became angry at God all going to be fun. Life is still
and I rejected God's grace to hard. But if we know how to face
help me. I said, 'God, if you depression we can have victory
don't help me, I'll quit.'
over it.
Now a cheerful Marilee
"Ephesians says not to be
Horton is telling ladies at Super angry. When we become angry,
Conference from her own ex- we open the door to satanic
perience what it is to accept influence, and we cause a lot of
illness, or to reject it.
worry by our reaction to
"I was incapacitated with problems."
pain, but my real problem was
my attitude about what had
happened to me. I let myself
become overpowered with the
thought that I was a failure."
Marilee often speaks at
Christian Ladies' fellowships
and rallies, and she has appeared
in Christian Life Magazine and
Moody Monthly. She is warning
ladies that depression is not
uncommon, and that even
Christians attempt suicide. She
should know. She tried to kill
herself on Easter Sunday
morning in 1975.
"Depression is a danger
Christians need to know about,"
said Marilee who was involved
Fine
with husband Marvin in full-time
Furniture
child evangelism for 10 years
cabinetry.
prior to his accepting a
stewardship position with
TRBC. Their children, Michael,
Mark, Mandi, and Matthew were
ages 17, 16, 12, and Ave the
morning Marilee took an
overdose of sleeping pills.
Your name,
When her family found her,
engraved in
Marilee was unconscious. She
brass—free.
remained that way several days,
and slowly began regaining
consciousness with no signs of
either brain damage or kidney
problems.
As she came to, Marilee found
a not by her bed that gave her a
sudden desire and will to live. It
began, "Dear Momma, Please
don't die," and was signed by
her only daughter, Mandi. "1
knew my family loved me, but
they had not told me so. This
Howard Miller
note was just what 1 needed to
quality.
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Books on Baptist
Doctrine and History

List Available
Upon Request

Nine step
hand
finishing.

Route 1 , Box 232B
Hollywood, MD 20636

• CASSETTES
as low as
C-60 lor 39c
C-90 lor 54c
• BOXES
2770 or 2780 SLAVE
• ALBUMS
• RECORDERS
• HighMt Production at Lowest Con
e PLAYERS
• 1 Year Warranty
• 2C60in2Minu».«
L.st $1495.00 _
U M I I E D OFFER
•Automatic Rewind On Salt? $ 1 1 9 5 . 0 0

• M o d Economical Duplicator on the Market
• 1 Year Warranty
eA C W W 2 MinuteV
List $749.00
•Track Selector
\ On Sale $ 6 4 9 . 0 0
•-, 1

C H R I S T I A N D U P L I C A T I O N S , INC.
1710 LEE ROAD
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32810
Phone Toll Free: 800 327 9332
In Fla. Call Collect (305) 299 7363

U

Please send me your catalog.
Name

I

Street
State_

City

.Zip.

SEE OUR BOOTH AT THE SUPER CONFERENCE !

has the
ANSWER
to your Church's
FINANCIAL NEEDS

NEW 3 bedroom home w/eat-in kitchen, basement. Convenient location.
$36,500

9mcrican &ccorito Church finance 3nc.

YOUR

EMBLEM

CUSTOM MADE FOR PROMOTIONS, GIFTS,
CONTESTS AND ADVERTISEMENTS

Encyclopedia
Americana!!

KiHtnM

MTM

30 Larger Volumes
Abo

Reading Improvement
Programs for ages 3-15

Mi-iiil HiiiMn- v t t r manlinx, tiHir »-i>li»r»

"*L

PRAYER
^^
S C H O O L

' -" **

Vinyl .ill »r,nhir humprr
-Inker* YtKIF mliif*. Vmir
wi>rrliti|t. viwr i»i».

Call 846-6321
or
D.Lee

P.O. Box 857
Lynchburg
•Mnicnri* (»r rmspitiil l>fiV
M>lnc<TiiiiirV .iiii'.mi4iik"t. i * •
nnvthinic ntrtnl. »|ipn>ximatrk 1" • J" IIIHO l" i 4"

\|,..i ,im Mir and rnfait rih
• him. Hm miiinitirtl in rn h unlet
|ir»m'>iinit vmir *j>nial rvrnt
tir award
l.ri un mnMr Ml MUir *|>mal rmhln
nr. at.nr charm >>r -licit pin.

Raked rnamrl «v*r aluminum. Ru«i proof car plataa. Your
niliir*. Mmr wiiidinic

Send all inquiries to: 803 Park Ave.
Murfreesboro, T N . 37130
(615) 896-4114

Height
is a tan 75 V4
inches.

Full
Westminster
chimes.

Fine
West German
movement with
brass weight

shells.

ulum bob.
J 3rass

The Esquire
Req. $ 5 2 5 0 0
y
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Go to a clock specialist Come to
us Which means, we must keep
a big variety ol them on hand
Plenty of Howard Miller grandfathers.
At our store you don't have
to pick your clock out of a catalog And if you ask a question,
we can answer it without writing
the factory
In short, you get more than
the time ol day
You gel our full clock service

become the
original owner
of a future
antique.
'We'll eyen put
your name on tt.
£

X Howard Miller
Clock Co.
Your name in brass on this
elegant heirloom, alongside
the official registration
plote. Extra thoughtfulness
offered only by Howard
Miller. Come in and see our
complete line.

Other Models to $1995.00

The Clock Shop
in

See Rev. Gerald Fawley
at our exhibit during
Super Conference

Write tor Special
Dttcount Prlcee

American Security

When you go to buy a clock,
get more than the time of day.

Temple Christian
Book Store

Books dealing with
Authorized Version
controversy.

cerns whether or not a
quiet. It was not out in the open Conference is the Oct. 14 rally in homosexual may promote his
El
Cajon
where
Dr.
LaHaye
as it is today. Now it has come
lifestyle as a teacher.
out of the closet because we have spoke on homosexuality and
As a full-time lecturer, Mrs.
not faced it as sin. Americans Mary Schmitz, a lecturer and the LaHaye travels with her husband
have white-washed it by calling it wife of a former California throughout the United States and
a sickness or something a person congressman, spoke on ERA. Canada where she is called on to
is born with," said Mrs. LaHaye According to Mrs. LaHaye, discuss family living and
whose husband is also the pastor "Mary Schmitz will challenge marriage relationships at Family
of Scott Memorial Baptist any woman's heart who is openLife Seminars. She is the author
Church in El Cajon, Calif., and minded to hearing the issues and of The Spirit-Controlled Woman
who
has
good
common
sense."
chancellor of Christian Heritage
and How To Develop Your
"Unless churches stand up, Child's Temperment, and coCollege.
unite
and
fight,
we'll
lose
the
"Homosexuality is a learned
author with her husband of The
behavior, and God deals with it vote on homosexuality and Act Of Marriage and, their
as He would with any other sin. ERA," said Mrs. LaHaye, latest, Spirit-Controlled Family
We tell homosexuals that there is refering to the upcoming Nov. 7 Living.
hope, that the way to 'get out' is vote in California which conthrough Christ, and that Christ
can change their thought patterns and life habits."
Mrs. LaHaye, who is speaking
this week at Super Conference,
told the Journal-Champion, "I
feel Christians have been asleep
to the issues. Take the Equal
Rights Amendment. At first it
was a big joke, but now we are
faced with losing the freedom to
be the feminine women God
wants us to be."
Complete financial services for
Her concern about the
Churches and Christian Schools
growing immorality and need for
Christ in America prompted
Let us show you how you con
Mrs. LaHaye to start an
keep your net interest cost
organization called Concerned
down
to some 7 % %!!!
Women For America. It began
With a coffee in her home where
she and several other ladies met
See Floyd Yarbrough at
to discuss and compare moral
issues with Biblical principles.
the Super Conference - Space No. 69
The coffee idea caught on, and
Mrs. LaHaye made a tape for
ladies to share with their friends
who want to become better
informed. These tapes are
P.O.Box 9555 • Birmingham, AL 35215 • Ph. (205) 853-3837 |
available at the Super Con- Richmond, Va. Office ference.
1702 Windingridge Dr. Richmond, VA 23233
Another tape Mrs. LaHaye
Call Collect [8041740-1656
has available at the Super

Associated Furniture Sales
1520 Lakeside Drive
Monday & Friday 9-9
Other days 9-5

>•: 4 bedrooms, formal dining, den w/fp, 2Vz baths, oak floors, full basement, g:
v NEW. Many quality extras.
•
S
^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ n ^ ^ W H O T ^ — B ^ " « ^ B ^ H i ^ ^ ^ B M B

hallmark
90

PROPERTIES INC.

X;

Call us for other details on these :•:•
homes, or any of our fine listings. :•:•

v

-

WISTAR HEALD
TOM BRANCH
MAX GUTHRIE

384-3311 ;•:•
239-8297 g
525-0087 :5

3713 OLD FOREST ROAD LYNCHRURG, VIRGINIA 24501 (804)384-9610
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r LILIL-eh-nus

Run For Your Life For Fitness

• Some people say. "The hardest pari
ol buying Iron) you is pronouncing fOW
name " Some say "Lilly Anns" some

"Lily-tinns," some "Lii leens
It's en unusual name but not really
difficult. Call us "LILL-eh-nus." th«
good, old-world. Norwegian family
name of our founder, Dr. Haldor Lillenas,
composer of some 1,000 gospel songs.
Wove been around for more than 50 years now. and
our name has become synonymous with sacred music for
the total church program. II you're familiar with our
comprehensive Musicatalog. you'll see our wide range
of music from vocal collections to sheet music choral
music to musicals and cantatas hyjnna^ls to orchestrations and much mcf e.
Be Sure To See The Lillenas Exhibit 3ooth
And Attend The Lillenas Reading Session
Tuesday At 2:15.

!L

Call LILLch nus SOON.

£mm*
LILLENAS PUBLISHING CO . Box 527. Kansas City. MO 64141

_J

Running for your life can save
your life.
Running can give you better
physical health, improve your
stamina and lenghten your life.
The dean of Liberty Baptist
College Student Affairs believes
running is the best form of
aerobics, and he is recommending it to his office staff and
the resident advisors of LBC.
Dean
Ed Dobson
has
researched the subject of
aerobics to come up with a wellbalanced program to promote
better physical fitness. Aerobics,
he said, is related to the flow of
oxygen in the body. It involves
the respiratory system and
measures physical fitness by how
much oxygen a person uses up in
a given time.

ATTENTION
PASTORS!
Evangelist Dorm Landtroop
Brings To Your Church

FAMILY UNIT and
SOUL-WINNING
d t j & i SEMINARS
Other Great Seminars Include:
•Week-long revivals •Summer camps
• Rallies
•Youth meetings
M would Brother
heartily
recommend

ii m e i
lotal
Landtrodp ,to arty 1c
church imerfesfedMrl reV i v a l *
and in winning souls to

Christ."
Dr. Jerry Falwell

HE

P.O. Box 523

#8*;!:*:*:^^^

DEAN ED DOBSON

Mr. Landtroop is also a Greek instructor
and Administrative Assistant to Dr.
Robert L. Hughes, Dean of Liberty
Baptist Seminary.
I
A pastor from Windham,
New York writes. . .
"During the week Brother
Dorm was at our church for
the family seminars we saw
souls saved,
families
committed to the Lord, and
changed lives. He has the
highest recommendation
from us and we thank God
for him,."

"Dorman Landtroop is an
excellent soul-winner and
Bible scholar and has a
winsome personality."
Dr. Robert L. Hughes
Dean, Liberty Baptist
Seminary

WRITE:
Dorm Landtroop Evangelistic Ministries
Lyacbb^rg >t yAZ450% 804-239-3703

The physical benefits of
running pay off sooner than,
say, tennis, golf, or swimming
because running uses up more
oxygen. The program Dobson is
using requires a person to run
one-and-a-half miles four days a
week, preferably over uneven
terrain.
Dobson tested himself and 45
other people who began the
program with him to see how far
they could run in 12 minutes.
They were rated on a scale from
excellent to very poor conditioning. The majority scored
fair or poor.
Why the bad scores? "Most
people do not get enough
exercise. Their work does not
require it, and it is not built into
their schedules," said Dobson
who believes it is important to
take time out for some strenuous
physical exercising no matter
how busy your schedule is.
"Good physical health is
related to functioning efficiently
in the classroom or at work.
Exercising increases energy,
enthusiasm and vitality. Dobson
believes it also increases office
productivity among employes
and better grades among
students because it makes them
more physically fit and mentally
alert.
The object of aerobics is to
gain 30 points on the basis of
distance and time. Points are
determined by the amount of
oxygen the lungs can take in and
transfer to the blood system, said
Dobson, whose point system is
based on that in books written by
Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper entitled

Aerobics,
Aerobics.

and

The

Aerobics running is not a
sporadic form of exercise, it is
something which needs to be
included in schedules on a weekly
basis. It can be replaced by other
strenuous physical activities that
require more time to accomplish
the same benefits. The goal is
physical fitness, and good
physical fitness is something to
work toward and, having
achieved, to maintain, Dobson
said.
Persons who are in less than
good physical fitness may begin
the program by walking the first
three weeks to condition
themselves before running.
Although persons starting the
program in September did not
rate high in physical fitness,
Dobson believes they all will
have reached a high level of
conditioning by December.

NEW HOMES!!
Low Interest Rates....
Low Down Payments....
Energy Conscious Construction..
Today's housing market is characterized by rising construction
costs and interest rates. These two factors, together with high
utility costs, have made ownership difficult, if not impossible. We
at Ford-Garbee feel we have a solution to this problem: OUR
NEW HOMES AT "LONG MEADOWS" SUBDIVISION.
iimMy

••If

THE EATON

Lynchburg Christian Academy has a newspaper in
the making called the Bulldog Beat. This newspaper is
put together by 22 LCA students in grades 7-12. John
Pyle is the editor with Julie Goodwin as assistant
editor. Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Lawrence are the
sponsors. The paper will sell for 15 cents and the first
issue comes out the second week in November.
Support LCA and keep abreast of all the Academy
news by purchasing the Bulldog Beat\

Dr. David Cavin, pastor of High Street Baptist
Church, Springfield, Mo., and president of Bible
Baptist Fellowship preached in the LBC chapel service,
Wednesday morning, Oct. 18, and in the TRBC midweek service.
*• •

Rev. Lamarr Mooneyham gave a testimony on the
Old-Time Gospel Hour, Sunday, Oct. 7, telling of the
growth of his church, Tri-City Baptist Temple in
Durham, N.C. The church has broken ground on a
$325,000 building; that will seat over 400. The JournalChampion told his story in the June 9,1978, issue. Rev
Mooneyham graduated from LBC in 1976 and began
the church a few months later.

»**

TRBC bus captain and co-captain, Jack Gillespie
and Jimmy Shaner won the bus trophy for Sunday,
Oct. 15, with 46 riders on their bus. The trophy is kept
for one week and then passed to the next week's
winner. If a captain and co-captain win six consecutive
weeks, a permanent trophy is awarded to the winners.
A total of 817 rode the TRBC buses that Sunday.

•**

On Friday, Oct. 27, a prayer breakfast will be held
at 6:30 a.m. for Mil college and career singles. A Bible
study will be held for the singles at Pizza Inn at 7:00 on
Oct. 30. Please call the TRBC College and Career
Department for more details.

* • •

Members of the fourth grade girls Sunday School
class taught by Miss Brenda Easterling met with their
parents at the Lynchburg Christian Academy
Saturday, Oct. 14, for a covered dish buffet.
Valerie and Steve Treadway presented a puppet
show and guest speaker Mrs. Elmer Towns gave a test
to see how well parents know their daughters. For
example, "Who is you daughter's best friend?"
Fourth grader Laurie Stone and her four sisters
performed a violin instrumental, and the class sang
"Praise Him" using sign language. There are three
fourth grade girls Sunday School classes at TRBC.
**•

The new dramatic feature film, "Pilgrim's
Progress,'.' was shown Saturday night, Oct. 21, in trie
TRBC sanctuary. The film, produced by Ken Anderson Films, is based on the book, Pilgrim's Progress
by John Bunyan. This is the 300th anniversary of the
book which was first released in London in 1678. It is
second to the Bible in volume sales.

, *»*

On Saturday night, Oct. 14, a "Hobo Hayride"
was held for Dr. Kroll's couple's Sunday School Class.
The cost was one can of "whatever" as an ingredient
for the excellent Hobo Stew. The outing was well
attended.
.V
***
Sunday, October IS, was "Be Sharp-Think Sharp?
Act Sharp" day on the TRBC buses. A pencil sharpener was given to alt bus riders. Sunday, Oct. 22,
bigan the "Program^ on the Bus Series." The first
week was an object lesson on Samson, the second week
is the story of Elijah and Esther's story will be given
the third week. Games such as "Freeway Football"
and "Bus Basketball" have been introduced.
The Youth Aflame football teams have been
playing every Saturday at Blackwater Creek Stadium
at 6:00 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. The teams, the Rams,
Broncos, Cowboys, and Patriarchs play each other
and a play-off between the two champion teams will be
held later this season. Youth Aflame Football consists
of good players, faithful coaches and energetic
cheerleaders but they need you, the fans, to make the
fourth year of YA football a success.

***

A baby shower will be held for Ann Hale on
Thursday, Oct. 26, at TRBC at 7:00 p.m. Joe and Ann
Hale ajr* missionaries in Korea and the TRBC senior
high aepartment helps with the Hale's monthly
support. The senior high girls and their mothers are
having the shower in honor of Ann and they will mail
the gifts to Korea.
***
LBC professor Garth E. Runion, chairman of the
Division of Education, has co-authored a book that
has recently been published by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. The name of the book is
Deductive Systems: Finite and Non-Euclidean
Geometries. The other author is Dr. James R.
Lockwood of Northeastern Illinois University in
Chicago.
** »
Friday night, Oct. 27, The HEARD, TRBC's 4th6th grade ministries, is planning a covered dish
"Family Night" in the Recreation Hall of Treasure
Island. Families should call Mrs. Donna Reynolds at
239-1185 and tell her what 2 covered dishes you willy
bring. According to Junior Pastor Herb Owen, dinner
will be served at 6:30 p.m. and the evening will give
TRBC families a time of fellowship with other parents,
and give them an opportunity to learn more about the
HEARD. The HEARD'S music group, "The Branches,"
will present
a mini-concert.
LOOKING
FOR
A NEW OR USED CAR?
I'd like to help you
find the right one I

BUICK-OPEL-MG
- Guaranteed Used Cars Richard Woody Motors
Lakeside Drive 847-5573

Bob Nichols
Prov. 12:22

• '• *

The Journal-Champion staff along with the TRBC
members would iike^to say "thank you" to Floyd
Farris and the TRBjC^transportation department for
providing a shuttle bus from the lower parking lot to
the main sanctuary oh Sunday mornings.
*•*

The downtowh TRBC Awana ministry is growing
this fall. The "ihner-City Happening" meets in the
city armory building. The CHUMS (girls in grades 3-5)
and the GUARDS (girls in grades 6-8) meet on Sundays, 5:15-7:00 pirn., the PIONEERS (boys in grades
6-8) meet on Sundays 7:00-9:00 p.m. and PALS (boys
in grades 3-5) meet on Tuesdays 5:15-7:00 p.m. TRBC
Awana's are also held in the LCA gym. Call the TRBC
office for more details.
• * *

Dr. Falwell flew to Florence, Ala., on Sunday
afternoon, Oct. 15, to preach for 1975 LBC graduate
Larry Lusk's congregation. Larry has pastored the
Hendrix Road Baptist Church in Florence since June
1977. Approximately 1,000 were in attendance at the
outdoor worship service.
• • *

At the Seminary Ladies Fellowship meeting
Tuesday, Oct. 10, Miss Elenor Henderson and Mrs.
-Jim Stallard showed the ladies how to make burlap
and silk flowers and floral arrangements. Mrs. Robert
Hughes, wife of the seminary dean, gave her testimony
and spoke on prayer to the group of 36 ladies who met
at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Harold McNabb.
The next meeting will be Nov. 14 at 7:00 at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Carl Diemer Jr. Mrs. Diemer
will be teaching the ladies to do Christmas crafts. Mrs.
Albert Snyder, a i former missionary to Africa, will be
the guest speaker,

FREE
CHECKING
It's not new to us!

THE POWHATAN

We have planned ahead and have arranged financing which we feel is very favorable. Typical case (if you
qualify):
Price
Down payment
Loan Balance
Payment-P&I
Real Estate Tax Escrow
Ins. Escrow
Total

New

I U P D A T E i LCA Prepares School Paper

$35,000.00
$ 1,000.00
$34,000.00-financed for 30 years at 8%
$
249.36
$
30.00
$
8.00
$
287.36

The bulldozers are at work at this minute completing 3 new
streets with many beautiful building lots. Why not call now
and pick out a lot that YOU like?
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:
FORD-GARBEE & CO., INC., REALTORS
(528-4040)
John L. Swann, Jr. 384-239-5541
E. Austin Salmon, Jr. 239-1213

METROPOLITAN BANK customers
have always enjoyed
• FREE CHECKING
• ALL DAY SERVICE
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
• SATURDAY HOURS
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Join us now!

EEI

Metropolitan
D c a l l K of Central Virginia
623 MAIN STREET
MEMBER FOIC
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Leonard Davidson Joins Team
preached.
Davidson is 22 years old, and
a senior pastoral major at LBC.
He is not in school this semester
but plans to enroll In January
and graduate in May.

The Jerry Falwell Evangelhtlc
Association has a new team
member. His name is Leonard
Davidson.
Leonard believes the world can
be turned upside down for Christ
by men who will preach what
Ood wants them to preach, and
he plans to do just that.
Having joined the team Sept.
25, Davidson is already
crusading on weekends and
preaching the Oospel. Soloist
Mark Lowry traveled with him
the First weekend in October to a
country church in Honey Grove,
Penn., and the next weekend
Davidson traveled alone to Ft.
Worth, Texas.
Davidson plans to travel every
weekend. After Nov. 24, he will
no longer be traveling alone. On
that day, he will be getting
married to Kathy Miller.
Moving from a public school
in Longmont, Colo., to Lynchburg Christian Academy in 1972
was a big adjustment for
Davidson with great dividends.
Two years at LCA prepared him
for entrance to Liberty Baptist
College.
Davidson met Dr. Jerry
Falwell through his father, Dave,
who came here to be Dr.
FalwelPs chief pilot. Then,

during his sophomore year at
LBC, Davidson became a
member of the Preacher Boy
Chorale and was exposed to
evangelists across the country.
The chorale enabled Davidson to
travel and preach.
'The first time he preached,
Davidson saw 50 people come
forward to make decisions.
During the summers of 1976 and
19*7,7, he worked on the
chaplain's staff at Lakewood
Family Campground in Myrtle
Beach, S.C. It was at one of
those beach meetings that
Davidson saw 300 people come
forward at the invitation after he

Messages On Cassette
by
DR. GREG DIXON
PASTOR
i>.. O r g Diioii

PFRANCE ELECTRIC CO. I N C

Last Sermon From "A Silver Tone"

Complete Electrical Service

"A Place Called Calvary"
This sermon was the final sermon of a 69 year long
gospel ministry by "The Prince of Preachers". It was
preached at Baptist Christian College; Baptist Tabernacle
on March 27, 1977.

Pastors interested in booking
Leonard for meetings may
contact him directly by phoning
(804)
237-3817.
Direct
correspondence may be sent to
Leonard
Davidson, 1229
Westridge Circle, Lynchburg,
Va., 24502; or The Jerry Falwell
Evangelistic Association, P.O.
B6x 1111, Lynchburg, Va.,
24505.

Send $5.00 to:
Baptist
Christian
College
Office of Development
P.O. Box 8248
Shreveport, LA 71103

PRICES EFFECTIVE: OCTOBER 22 2 8 , 1978.

COMBO PACK

KING'S

"THE CHOICE
PARTS"

"To U s - You're Special!• » i

2 BREAST PORTIONS, 2 THIGH
PORTIONS, 2 DRUMSTICKS

(Vj

inDIAflRPOUS BfiRT*ST TEfTIPLE
ORDER N O W !

EAT VALUES C i

iroien

Indicate items desired, and number of each.
Fill out coupon. Clip entire ad, and mall to address at bottom of ad.
Alao aak for FREE tape list.

'Sinking of the Titanic'
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RICHFOOD BEEF (3 SIZES AVAILABLE)

MEAT

PATTIES

Record
or Cassette

$5.00
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SMITHFIELD

First Place Prize-Winning Sermon In
S W O R D O F THF LORD Sermon
Contest
JNLY " —
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Electric Heat
S • Residential
Installations
Commercial
•Industrial
1 •Emergency Service- Any Hour \
Any Day |
Electrical Maintenance
?g
/ Repair Work
I
1104 Salem Dr. Forest 525-8147 |

Hear Dr. R.G. Lee preach his famous sermon

Family devotions and going to
church kept Davidson on the
right track growing up, he says,
and contributed to his decision to
go into full-time evangelistic
work.

LEONARD DAVIDSON

COLLECTORS ITEM

"NEW" RICHFOOD COUNTRY

HAM

CASSETTE SERIES
Individual Cassette! Only
Each Set Only
9300
$2Qoo

12-oz.
PKG.

SAVE 20' JESSE JONES SMOKED

12-oz.
PKG.

The Home

Sin-Bustin' Week

9

$119
19

*2

$119

SAUSAGE

Oiy-

1. W h y N o H r . i . a H
1 Revival lor Survival.
J. W h » Marlon C o u n t . N r r d i a N e w
Protrculor.

1. D i v o r c e , D e a d b e a l i , a n d Detlrt- I
quenti.
1. Father, C o d ' . D t p u t v of Earth.

CUBE STEAK

3. Wive*, A Type of the Bride of Chri.t. |

4. l«-*jlliJtion ol H o m o M i u a l l t r .
5. Sertouf Q u e t l l o n t lor the Indiana
General A.t#mbl>.
b. "You've C o m e a I o n * W a r l a b t "
7. National CountII of C h u c t h w — H > d
l l o l t h on Amerka.
_ ,
I . W h ) Marion C..uru> Should Outlaw
Roct fettfvah.

The Cults

4. W h a t Shall W e D o W i t h
ChHdrenf
5. Divorce and Remarriage.

the I

b. r u t U p the •attlement ol the H o m e . I

LEAN & TENDER

7. Hurt Marriage.
.
I . i h e - f i m l l v and the ftobrVmf h » ; l W |
Home.

The Spirit World

, Mormonltm.
. Are lehovah'i Wltneatei
rehovah'i Wrtnette*)

£

GRAVY & BEEF

CHUNKS

KELLOGG'S

1. The Spirit W o r l d .

Really

I. Tin Trinity.

CORN

I. t h e C o d ol I h i i A | e .

. Chrttllan Science.

4. Contacting the D e a d — I t 11 Pouiblel |

. W h f I left the Seventh Day Advcn-

LEAN

s. I K * Underworld.

rrrt.

i . D o c i C o d Perlotm M l f . d e . t o d . , I I

. Arnfttronglirn.

7. The t h r e e l o r d Nature o l M a n .

, Unification Church or t h e M o o n l e * .

1. Soul Sleep.

. Hare Krithna M o v e m e n t
. The C u r t e i o l M o d e r n l t m .

n addition to items checked above,
Please send me cassettes of "StnMiur of Ine Titanic " at 15.00 each.
Please send me records of "Sinking of Ike TUonlc" at M.00 each.
D Please send me FREE Up* list. Total Amount Enclosed •

FLAKES

LIMIT 2 WITH $ 7
7""
PURCHASE,

24-oi.

BOX

Name_

15-01. CAN

SAVE 28' BUNKER HILL

jm O A

CUT FROM THE SIRLOIN T I P "

GROUND

SHASTA

STEAK

88"

SAVE 24' Root Beer. Gingerale, or
Cola

$199 I

l2-oi. CANS

PACK

"NEW" JOB SQUAD

SINGLE ROLL

PAPER

INDIANAPOLIS BAPTIST TEMPLE
2635 S. Cut St. Indlan.polis, IN 46M5 Phone: 317-787-3231

TOWELS
RICHFOOD

SWEETENED or UNSWEETENED
IS' OFF LABEL

GRAPEFRUIT

COMET
KAHN'S SQUARE

$ *« RQ

Old Fashion Loaf
LIMIT 2 af*JJ)
ft # W I T H $ 7 »
^
'PURCHASE
• "

ib. l

KAHN'S

0

*

LIQUID

$17g

p& PLOA: :

46-01.
CANS

ib. I

KAHN'S SPICED

SAVE 46' HEAD & SHOULDERS

$ 1 7 9

LUNCHEON LOAF

ib. I

CUBE . . .

$

1

?

9

STEAK DINNER

RED SWEET
•63.1

POTATOES

PRODUCE BUYS

7-oi. B0T.

SHAMPOO

LOTION
GLEEM . . .

FANCY NORTH CAROLINA

14-01. B0T.

7-oi. TUBE

TOOTH-

PASTE

NEW CROP WHITE FLORIDA SEEDLESS

l.u.K'. ' 2 1 5

GRAPEFRUIT

MUII". ' 2 5 0

f
T

I

1

NOW THAT YOU'VE
«*
CHOSEN EACH
"
\P
OTHER, IT'S TIME
TO CHOOSE YOUR
WEDDING BANDS.
Bowen*s offers a wide selection
of wedding bands from the
slenderest 2mm band to our
widest 10mm band.
,ml>'. M 2 0

• 99*
BANQUET

FROZEN

DINNERS

>l.in»M25

LIMIT 2,
PLEASE
.uil>". *2II.>

Mun*. ' 2 7 0

ll oi.

PKGS.

Parks* Shop

'>ih & Mini.

B

O

SAVE 64'

W

E

N

cJeuHuttof Gbmpa/uj .«

I'illll.llll I'lu/.U

FROZEN FOOD BUYS

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS
ON TUESDA Y!

BAKERY VALUES
$Wi

"

RICHFOOD

PET

POP-

FRENCH

SICLES FRIES
* $ 149
Sib.
•AG

$1 6 9

POTATO PIE

~ I

COBBLESTONE

BREAD
CHOCOLATE FUDGE

PECAN CAKE

LOAF

73*
*099
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OUTLOOK: TOUGH

sports
r

W i n . f. Sheehan

I

A t t o r n e y - A t - Law
Call 117-1658
L.

For Appointment

With two returning national
champions, a newcomer who
holds the International Junior
World title in wrestling and a
strong team comprised of 27
more outstanding young men.
Liberty Baptist College wrestling
coach Bob Bonheim is expecting
a winning season.
"Last year we took 13th place
out of a possible 35 at the
Monarch
Open
Wrestling
Tournament, and this year we're
hoping to do even better. We're
competing against such schools
as North Carolina State, William
and Mary, and the University of
Virginia," said Bonheim who is
in his twenty-first year of
coaching wrestling at both high

FACULTY and STUDENTS
Buy the best policy
at the best price.
Insurance check * NATIONWIDE FOR NEW IDEAS:
D
•
•
•
D

D AUTO F
AUTO INSURANCE
FIRE INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
HOSPITALIZATION
EDUCATION

NANCING
• MORTGAGE
D RETIREMENT
• MUTUAL FUNDS
• FOR INVESTMENT
• BUSINESS

N A T I O N W I D E has new ideas in p r o t e c t i o n t o fill any
i n s u r a n c e need at a c o s t y o u c a n a f f o r d . C h e c k the
plan that interests y o u a n d c o n t a c t :

Danny R. Wilson
239-7284
5521 Fort Ave. — Lynchburg, Va.

n
^^J5

SEEK AMERICA'S BEST TAT,ENT

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Company
Nationwide Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Columbus, Ohio

school and college levels.
The wrestling team began
practice Monday, Oct. 2, and
will hold its first intra-squad
match Nov. 3 and 4 in the new
LBC gymnasium. The season
officially begins Nov. 10 and II,
however, with the Monarch
Open
at
Old
Dominion
University.
Returning National Christian
College Athletic Association
(NCCAA) champions are Aaron
Thomas, a 134-pounder from
Santa Ana, Calif., Jesse Castro,
a two-time NCCAA champion at
142 pounds from Santa Clara,
Calif., and Wayne Brooks, a
150- pounder from Jersey Shore,
Penn., who has placed third
three times in the NCCAA.
Rob Hetrick, a 126-pounder

from Winter Park, Fla., who
placed fourth in the NCCAA,
and 134-142 pounder Steve lies
of New Jersey are returning.
Pat Sole of Parkersburg, W.
Va., is a 118-pounder who won
the International Junior World
Title in Chicago last spring at 105
pounds and beat wrestlers from
Germany, Canada and Iran. He
was also on the United States
Junior Wrestling Team this
summer touring Germany.
Among the other newcomers
are Rick Adams,, a 177-pound
transferee
from
Virginia
Commonwealth University, Jim
Matney, a 126-pound transferee
from East Carolina University
and Dave Brown, a 190-pound
two-time Virginia state high
school champion.

Sports Programs Supported
By Managers And Trainers
Making the Liberty Baptist
College sports program ~ and
particularly football - work is a
complicated business, and it
involves a staff of behind-thescenes personnel, namely the
managers and trainers of the
Liberty Baptist College Flames.
First, there are the equipment
managers, Ron Moyers, a junior
from Pennsylvania serving his
second semester with the Flames;
Greg and Roy Gannet of Maine,
both sophomores and cousins in
their first semester here; and
head manager Eddie Pinton, 20,
a married sophomore in his
second year on the Flames' staff.
These five men keep the team's
equipment in tip-top shape. The
football squad jokingly refers to
its equipment managers as "the
step and fetch men of the
football field."

4

ONCE
SAVED,
ALWAYS
SAFE"

T f t u b M l t hat 4 chapters: "A Child at God
Can Nevtr Br Lest," "A Child of God
Should Live Holy," "Saved Pt*pl« Do
Sin," and "Who! H a p p t m When • saved
P t r i o n Slut?" Send a dollar bill and
receive this booh, PLUS 4 otheri "When
a Now World B r g m t ; "Heaven, Holl and
Salvation," "The Blessed Hop* ol Christ's
Return," and 'Do W* Livt Alter D e a t h * "
Full length Bible messages' ALL 5 books
for only SI.00! Send thit ad and a dollar
bill with your n a m * and address to:

John L. Bray Dept. JC
P.O. Box 509
Lakeland, FL 33802

The staff of trainers is led by
manager Dana ''Doc" Sorenson,
who is in his second year with the
Flames. He is a 1973 graduate of
Taylor View College with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
physical education and health.
He has done some postgraduate
work at West Chester State
College with more than nine
hours in advanced training and
therapeutics.
Backing him up on the staff
are Steve Garland, an LBC
senior from Virginia; senior Ken
Brown and sophomore Bobby
Fowler, both from North
Carolina; senior Jay Roberts of
North Carolina; and Thomas
Road Bible Institute student
Mark Teegarden of Kentucky.
The trainers' primary job is to
secure all injuries during both
games and practices for all 100
players on the team.
Together, the equipment
managers and the trainers
provide support for the team
without which the Flames could
not compete.

LBC's Tom Dowling
Building A Winner
By HARRY COVERT
Few people, if any, would
dispute the fact that football is
the king sport across America.
Athletic competition on the
gridiron draws attention from
sports enthusiasts while the
leaves are turning probably more
than any other sports event.
At Liberty Baptist College, the
spirit of competition runs high.
And Head Football Coach Tom •
Dowling has been given the
assignment of developing a
competitive college football
program.
What this means is putting
together a football program that
will enable the Christian liberal
arts
college
to
compete
athletically with colleges around
the state of Virginia and
throughout the nation.

Dowling came to LBC in 1.977 •
from Georgetown (Ky.) College '
where his teams gained national '
prominence.
To date, the 38-year-old coach';
has put together a staff of'
dedicated Christian coaches.
Dowling and his staff have
developed a longrange goal with
the determination to find
positive results within a shorter
term.
"God has blessed our football
program," Coach Dowling said
recently. "We are attempting to
recruit the best Christian athletes
in America. But putting together
a winning football team takes
time, work and determination. Dowling and his staff are
determined and work diligently '
in recruiting.

OWEN&
BARKER
FOR ALL YOUR CAT and DOG FOOD NEEDS
We Offer:
. _
.
Kennel Pride- 24% Protein
Red Cap- 21% Protein

• r «««»

Complete Line of
RED ROSE HORSE FEED
*We now carry 'DRIVE'
A New Horse Feed Supplement

C

f*'f'k

"As we continue to sej
best,football talent in Ail
we are looking toward upg
the; schedule- again i

Ddvtinf <$icl.
The hea"d football coacj
he and his staff "have our'
cut out for us. It takes tiri
produce
winning
foof
programs. It takes' time? to
recruit."
Dowling believes that football
at LBC will provide the city of
Lynchburg and all of Central
Virginia "with major college

^P

PETE'S PROFESSIONAL LOOK
Haircuts by Appointment
Phone: 384-6596

FEED
SALT BROKERS
FARM SUPPLIES
Open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays
1314 Jefferson Si.
Lynchburg, VA 24505
Tel. (804) 846-0313

• Gomes Include:
Freeway Football
Super SJab Soccer
Bus Basketball
Highway Hockey
Bus Bowling
Bus Baseball
Only $3.00

Promotional Packets

Bus Programs

• 52 low cost promotions
• The actual promotion on front
• On the back is included the explanation with:
purpose
promotion
problems
planning
Only $7.00

• One for each week of the year
• These are designed so that
the rider will fit into the
program at anytime during
the trip.

D PLEASE SEND ME GAMES FOR T H E BUS
D PLEASE SEND ME T H E P R O M O T I O N A L PACKETS
• PLEASE SEND ME I N F O R M A T I O N O N T H E BUS P R O G R A M S
ENCLOSED IS $
FOR THE DESIRED ITEMS
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
_
ZIP

ADDRESS A L L I N Q U I R I E S TO:
BUS M I N I S T R Y
T H O M A S R O A D BAPTIST C H U R C H
P.O. BOX 1111
L Y N C H B U R G , V A 24505

RMWCarea. Completely remodeled
3 BR, 2 baths, 2 FP.

I

J
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384 6644

football one day. And, we'll be
filling Lynchburg City Stadium
on Saturdays".
Besides being the head
football coach, Dowling is
keenly interested in developing
the total athletic program for
LBC. "The day will come soon
when our college football will
hopefully be the drawing card in
Lynchburg.
Our
football
program will enhance the entire
LBC program and ultimately
bring glory to God."
The overall athletic program at
l.BC is growing as a complement
to the liberal arts program.
"Our college is action oriented
and this includes every phase of
the educational
picture,"
Dowling said. "Football, for
obvious reasons, is more expensive than other sports but this
doesn't negate the importance of
other athletic programs. Actually, when a school's football
program gains stature, so do the
other sports."
Dowling praised the already
national stature of Coach Al
Worthington's baseball team and
Coach Bob Bonheim's wrestling
team.
Through Saturday's (Oct. 21)
game at St. Paul's College,
LBC's 1978 record was three
wins, four losses and one tie with
games scheduled in Lynchburg
I Oct. 28 against tough South
; Atlantic Conference Lenoir, Rhyne and Nov. 4 against
Ferrum College.
"Our schedule has been tough
but we like it that way," Dowling
said. "I don't like losing. Our
coaches don't like losing. Our
players don't like losing. We
have a winning program and a
winning attitude. We are
working toward a longterm goal
' that will have short term effects
of success."
Dowling's staff includes Lee
Kaltenbach, offensive coor' dinator; ' Bill Ross, defensive
coordinator; Nick O'Grady,
offensive back coach; Dan
Redding, linebacker coach; Kim
Graham, wide receiver .coach;
Bob Christmas, defensive end
coach; and Bill Simmons,
defensive line coach.

ATTENTION!
Stop in today and inquire about
&our student an& fariffi^lati

• Regular cuts
• Layer cuts

I R e d Rose I J f c |
| ANIMAL FKKOa |

"football is not just a fall
sport to us," Dowling said.
"Football is a year-round effort.
Certainly, we're in the midst of
the 1978 season and while we are
planning for each week, we are
also working toward the 1979 '
and 1980 seasons."
When Dowling came to LBC, I
the college's football com-*
petition was not upgraded to the
point of competing with the top
small college teams on the
eastern seaboard.
"The 1978 schedule, I believe.
Is the toughest to date for LBCf*»
Dowling said. "We opened the*
season against a tough University
of Dayton team and have'
competed with the strongest!'
teams in the South Atlantic'
Conference."
.1
Dowling said the tough*
competition makes the coaching?
staff and players work. hard^T
developing a winning team. nm ^
"We like tough competition^,',
Dowling said. "We want to ptey' •
tough teams. We are working!^}
upgrade our schedule to bring
1
pride and tradition to LBC. Our
, ultimate goal in developing IMS'
i football program is to b^yjg
''glory to God. We want to show ,
'the world that our athletic
program is honoring to the Lord
Jesus while at the same time, we
want to provide winning teams."
The 1979 LBC foottaa£
schedule includes the Univ
of/bayton, Canisius Coll<|
Buffalo, and i the always
Catawba College, Mars j
Gardner
Webb
Col]
Georgetown College,
Rhyna College and

Linkhorne Drive

Forest Hill
Shopping
Center

• Razor cuts
• Styling

Forest Road

^

PETE'S
Three Stylists
To Serve You

If your haircut isn't becoming to you, you should
-BE COMING TO US-

Bedford Co. Close to town. 2 FP,
2 baths, " great room ".

flcm oteumnt U/otW Snc
3211 OLD FOREST ROAD

239-0336
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LBC's First Career Week Designed To Assist Graduates, Set Nov. 6-9
If Liberty Baptist College
students don't know what job
opportunities will be available to
them when they graduate, they'll
find out during the college's first
Career Week Nov. 6-9 on the
mountain.
The entire project, under Dean
Edward Dobson at the request of
Dr. Pierre Guillermin, is being
organized and administered- by
Bill Wheeler, TRBC career
counselor. He is bringing in
several outside -- most of them
secular -- organizations and
former college students to talk
about what it's like to be looking
for a job.
The week kicks off on Monday
night with a career planning
workshop at 6 o'clock under the
tent, which will introduce
students to the basics of
preparing to go out and enter the
career into which God is trading
them. Wheeler will lead the
workshop.
Wheeler has invited people
who once majored in one of the
areas that LBC offers majors in
to visit the campus from 7 to 9
o'clock Tuesday night and talk
to students about career
prospects in those areas. For
example, if someone is majoring
in business administration or
general management, there will
be a representative here who
majored in that area who will be
able to tell a little about job
opportunities and what the
future looks like.
These people are being invited
by the divisions they will
represent, and are coming from
all over central Virginia. Some
divisions are inviting a few LBC

New Singing Classic!

LIVING HYMNS

Became of i l l lite, and quality material,. LIVING H Y M N S c o m more to produce than other
Hymnal,, this meant we cannot offer free
topirt to churches who write u l . HOWEVER
w< are olf.rlttf > SPECIAL PRICE OF $S.0O
FOR O N E COPY, P O S T P A I D . Money mutt
y accompany order and church name mu.r be included. T H A N K Y O U . .
Your choice of c o l o n :
• LIVING RED
• AVOCADO
. 0 METALLIC
BRONZE

Wash cloths 5 for $1.00 (seconds)
Bath Mats $3.79
Twin Electric Blankets
Full Electric Blankets
Queen Electric Blankets(Dual Control)
King Electric Blankets(Dual Control)
Sheets, Bedspreads, Pillows
Large selection of pictures and jewelry

FREE!!

MANY more items at discount prices

Buy a dozen of our delicious extra fresh donuts at the
regular price and receive a free dozen of our Mister Donut
donut holes (69c value).
Offer good from Oct. 23 thru Oct. 31.

I
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WiSter Dorujit?

GREEN
o V I E N N A BLUE

237-5634

221 South
(1 Y> Mi. from Expressway & Old Forest Rd.

For s t o r e i n f o r m a t i o n

write or tall:

7106 T I M B E R L A K E R D . A T L E E S V I L L E R D .
LYNCHBURG, VA

10-6 Mon-Sat. Fri. Night til 9
239-2040

finCOne ^ihftrotiofts. .Qw.
P.O. Drawer A
Montrose. Pennsylvania 1BB01

A D V A N C E N O T I C E M U S T BE G I V E N
FOR O R D E R S O F 5 D O Z E N OR M O R E

|«»aiajii,i.> J iii.i»ii«ii:ii»gtcm
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S U B S C R I B E

» ° » " T l M 5 Old-Time Gospel Hour"]
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Mack Evans is a talented and
gifted soloist whose desire is to see
souls saved as he communicates the
love of God through song. He sings
regularly on the "Old-Time Gospel
Hour," the national television and
radio network of the lerry Falwell
Ministries.
Mack
travels
extensively,
ministering in fundamentalist.
Baptist churches across America.
Many decisions for Christ are made
in his services. He is a separatist
whose songs are scriptural and
Christ-exalting. Mack lives the life
he sings about. He sings from a heart
in love with the Saviour.
These records will be a blessing
in your home and are now available.

October 1978

Lynchburg. VA. 24505

CHARLES HUGHES
A living miracle. Recovering quickly.. Preached his first public sermon since the accident on
Sept. J...Still in the process of rehabilitation.
To aid Charles' rehabilitation, we have restricted him to meetings only every other weekend.
He travels with his wife Kathy who doubles as his nurse. To reduce the strain on Charles we ask
that churches Sookinghim be prepared to fly him in. Charles does not travel with a music team
as in the past:
Charles wishes each of you to thank vour people for the thousands of prayers offered up in
his behalf.

"I guess it is because of the reward
I feel when the light of understanding shines in my students' eyes. I
know then that I have had a port in
their spiritual growth."
ACCENT ON LIFE BIBLE
CURRICULUM does produce
spiritual growth. K centers around
life-changing lessons. The student Bible Study Guides,
Teacher's Manuals, Teaching
Aids and a variety of activity
sheets all blend together to create
a stimulating easyto-teach, easy
to-team situation.

H

Help your teachers know the
reward of teaching in the Sunday
School. Send today for an Examination Packet of the ACCENT
ON LIFE BIBLE CURRICULUM.

BEYOND THE GATES
SIDHONE
I Believe • Beyond The Gstes • 1
Should Have Been Crucified • Look
What Happened To Me • There's
lust Something About That Name •
lust A Few Tear Drops From Home
SIDE TWO
I'll Meet You In The Morning • Oh.
Whet A Saviour • Because He
Lives • In The Sweet By and By •
Something Beautiful • Plenty of
Time
SMLP-1001

mdftiduel dapererere
Tnurwng Time, or
I

MARK LOWR Y- DA ItAMUSSELMAN
Formerly'associaledwiiH the f:F. EA. as part of the Charles Hughes team, these I wo young
musical evangelists tsoloist and ptanist respectively/ are available for individual booking. You
may contact Mark at ISM) Z)S>-.7t>i2 and Dave at 18041239-8S0I.

*IOMOU*I department I
r*»at«r»lrr*i«taKTUmTHEMa<Eri14S
| DAYS, or keep I and pay the MEMO HLUMC I
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SIDE TWO
Parade Of Miracles • One More
Mountain • If You Had Been There
• Where Shades Of Love Lie Deep
• Who Do I Know In Heaven

SIDE TWO
lesus Medley • Neath The Shadow
Of His Wing • His Love • Only
Forgive
SMLP-1003

NEWS

CALVARY'S MADE
THE DIFFERENCE
SIDE ONE
His Grace Is Sufficient • Calvary's
Made The Difference • My
Wonderful Lord • Zlons Hill •
Happiness Looks Good Oa You
SIDE TWO
The Blood Will Never Lose It's
Power • We've Come This Far By
Faith • He's Still The King Of Kings
• More About lesus (Medley) • I'll
Be Living
SMLP-10M

SMLP-1002

S3

<;rt"ai s o n g s of Praise

> •
It**'
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The basic purpose of the J.F.E.A remains the same • affording these two young outstanding preachers to stand-in for
Dr. Falwell In the many engagements
is not able
Ike J.F.E.A. heremains
Ih to fill personally.
|
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MY FAITH STILL HOLDS
SIDE ONE
My Faith Still Holds • It's A Matter
Of Time • A Name I Highly
Treasure "But For Calvary There I
Go • I've Had A Glimpse Of Jesus

V

I Adam
GENERAL

MK

THANKS TO CALVARY
SIDE ONE
1 Could Hardly See The Road For
The Tears • In His Presence • The
Sinner's Friend • Thanks To
Calvary "He Touched Mo

3 JW

s
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MACK eVANS
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| Sunday School, or .

" n Con^l Courtea tchddreo. youth. erkrttl
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THANKS TO
CALVARY

JERRY JOHNSTON
Jerry just returned from a summer campaign of nearly 100 meetings. Many souls were saved
and lives transformed.
Jerry recently decided to leave school and go into full-lime evangelism. Since he no longer
represents theJ.F.E.A\ or hhe Liberty Baptist schools, he must be booked directly.

• Vcv I wnh to examine your null mil. Pleeef Mnd
I rne Eaarrenoeari PecNeai) ton
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LEONARD DAVIDSON I
The newest Associate Evangelist in the J.F.E.A. Leonard is a graduating senior at LBC,
completing the Pastoral rrfajor. He has traveled with the former Preacher Boy's Chorale of
LBC.
Leonard is available for booking and is now establishing his 1979 schedule. You can reach
him at 180412S7-38I7.
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THANKS! Wt wanted \u say that loudly to the many Pastors who have allowed us to share in their ministries.

Chunh .

(604) 239-2611

SBBSsaomas

O P E N 24 H O U R S
Mi""

P.O.Box 1111

• Cay. State. Ip

90 Units
In the City of Lynchburg
On Route 2 9 Bus. South
FOR RESERVATIONS

Air Conditioned
Swimming Pools
Color TV
Telephones

Halloween Special!

Jerry Falwell Evangelistic Association

I>>XU*O>1IT»<

*
*
*
*

Wash cloths $.39 to $.79

at Thomas Road -

From the Founder of "Sinjspiration" and the compiler of the best seller
"Implrine Hymns", uvmes s new H Y M N B O O K which is making music history,
and presenting a M.tndard of excellence in content and beauty never before
attained in a church hymnal.
L I V I N G H Y M N S is a wealth of inspiration in both words and music . . . 8 ) 2
pages, containing over 8 0 0 of t h e greatest hymns and gospel songs of the ages,
IromFnircM Lord fcsui t o Fill My.Cup. plus oyer 5 0 all-time favorite gospel
chortites and 6 2 carefully selected responsive readings from the King James
Version. Printed o n special bible (vile paper it it I beautifully bound in almost
indrstructible"Bukivn"withtarnish-free gold stamping and is less than I vi inche-.
thicV 1.1 V I N ( ; H Y M N S is the result of 10 years of research by Dr. Smith and a
jlall
gifted staff of assistants. Already hundreds
of Bible Believing Churches are using
and acclaiming U V 1 N G H Y M N S
— " t h e Best e v e r ! "

Miss America Kylene Barker
visited her hometown Sunday,
Oct. 15.
Citizens of the little town of
Galax and neighboring Hillsville
gathered for a series of festivities
to welcome their queen, the first
Miss Virginia to become a Miss
America.
"I may be a Miss America, but
I'm still Kylene Barker from
Galax, and I don't want to be
placed on a pedestal," she told
friends who had come to see her.

LBC and TRBC

Just one mile from

Bath Sheots $6.25 each (also by the pound)
3 piece 1 st quality towel gift sets - starting at $6.50
3 piece 1 st quality kitchen gift sets $3.29 each
Irregular bath towels $2.25 to $4.50

PASTORS
Here is the greatest
hymnbook in the world.
-Jerry Falwell
- It's our hymnbook

will be General Electric, Central
Virginia Health Careers Council,
Babcock-Wilcox, Virginia State
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Center, the U.S. Social Security
Administration, the Lynchburg
Transit Authority, the Lynchburg Municipal Airport -- all on
Thursday night -- and the
Lynchburg
Recreation
Department on Tuesday nichr.

Save Money While In Lynchburg
Visit The
Cannon Towel Outlet
* and take home some of these bargains

Now ... Al Smith's

Miss America
Honored At Home

^v
Why do I teach
Sunday School?

o'clock. Students will have an
be to provide a head start on
opportunity to talk to these
searching for a job this summer,
employers about how to prepare
if the student happens to be an
a resume, how to write a cover
undergraduate. If the student
letter to an employer, how to already graduated last May, this
reach an employer, how to
will be the first step toward
handle an interview, and many
identifying,
researching and
other topics concerning a job
eventually landing a job with the
search.
employer of his choice.
The benefit of Career Weelt
Among those employers atfor students, Wheeler said, will
tending LBC's first Career Week

alumni who know what it's like 1 students to complete that will
to be an LBC grad looking for a help them identify their interests,
work values, personality traits
job.
and other factors concerning
Wheeler will set up a counself-awareness. He also will have
seling center on the mountain
materials about what he calls
during the day Wednesday for
"the world of work."
students to come in and discuss
Then, on Thursday night,
what they learned thefirsttwo
employers from all over central
evenings of Career Week.
Virginia will attend a "Job
Wheeler said he will have many
Search Night" from 7 to 9
materials available for the
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Members of Ih* J.F.E.A. can be booked by contacting them directly or by writing the J.F.E.A. address listed above.
Financial arrangements are IS cents a mile roundirip and a regular love offering lexcepl Charles Hughes who must ternporarilyfly).
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ATTENTION

CHILD OF THE KING
SIDE ONE
I Know He Heard My Prayer •
lesus. My True Friend • I'm His
And He Is Mine • I Don't Know
About Tomorrow • His Name Is
Wonderful (Medley)
SIDE TWO
He's My Comfort • Beside Still
Waters • Look To lesus • My Cod
la Real • A Child Of The King
(Medley)
SMLP-1009

TOGETHER AGAIN
SIDE ONE
We're Together Again • I Like
Whet's Happened to Me • lesus
Got A Hold Of My Ufa > I Will
Praise Him Who's Worthy Of
Praiae • 1 Keep Felling In Love
With Him
SIDE TWO
Now 1 Know • Why Do I Sing •
More Precious Than Ever Is lesus •
The Potters Field • Whatever It
Takes
SMLP-10O6

R e c o r d s $ 6 . 0 0 e a c h . 3 tor $ 1 5 . 0 0

JUST FOR FUN

CHEAT SONCS
OF PRAISE
Htm Great Tbou A n • Praia*
Madia, a Praiae Cod Fran Whoa
All Hleeeinfs Flora • 1 Will Praiea
Hire ' My S e v e r n Love * All Hell
The Power of laaua Name a 1 will
Sias Of My Sarliairiir • In The
Cross Of Chnet 1 Glory • Praise
Hint1 Praiae Hun1 • He Keepe Ma
Sins IDS a My Tribute (To Cod be
The Clery) a He Is Lord a The
Wonder Of It All a I Hetre Found
Him (The Cryelal Fountain! ' Holy.
Holy. Holy a
SMUM007

SIDE ONI
Hsppr Medley * Seep Opera Sorte.
• Watctue All The Tolae Co Horn
• Besuutu) Dreeaer • Frets TVta
Church. Field Vow Are beanos •
Eicueae • EeerybBdv Outers Co
Veilraj a Near Ueea • Ckercb Of
Your Choice •
SUM TWO
Uteres Pour, • Mr Fataleaaa to
Pickles Up • Dear Cceepuler. We
Adore Ttete • Tip Toe Teroufb the
Tilbere • Aaealeel Peeler •
Seeder School Ft*, • Oee Mere
Nejet With Tee Prefe • Ceeii
TbroueoTselllOiillOia '

sMUMoue

8 Track Tapes — S7.00 ea.
2 lor $12.00. 3 (or $18.00. 4 for $24.00

Cassette Tapes — $7.00 ea.
2 for $12.00.3 for $18.00.4 tor$24.00

SUtVIAC

ORDER BV NUMBER AND NAME OF ITEM
Qumtity

Ndme

Idenl. No.

Cost Ea.

Tolal

ORDER FORM
When ordering, please enclose extra for packing and mailing.
(Records. 50C - Music, 25C)
(To insure delivery of your order we mult have READABLE ADDRESS.
Please PRINT if possible. Don't forest your ZIP C O O E I I I I I

3 3 3 JJ 3 3

Date.

Enclosed $ .
Name

Ed i tod by T. R. Moor*, Jr.
Would you givoll.OO lor a good preaching Mrmon?

THE BOOK MINISTRY, BOX 202,BRISTOL,VA. 2 4 2 0 1

•'

" (••—• i •

Addle,,.

Horo i i your opportunity to rocolvo not |utt o n *
••rrnon, but t w o l v o ( l 2 ) P«r month
P.r

loronly$1.00

month. That I* ! • • » than 9C • a e h . Youwlllnot

maltsj any groatar Invotlmont than t h U . w i t h »o
much in r . t u r n . ORDER TOOAYI ONLY$12.00 p.r
ysjar.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR OHOCAI

City. State. Z i p .
Osle-

sure, w_

Mail to: MACK EVANS

»u*u reiat CLIW.

r>OSI U r H U

HOX4IUI

s

LYNC I I H U K G . V A 24502

Aadre
C**_

Zip
. Code-

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

IF Y O U D O NOT HEAR F R O M US - BV L I T E R A T U R E O N I V
LETTER - W I T H I N 1 WEEKS - P L E A S * LET US KNOW.
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PORTABLE
SOUND SYSTEM

OdteeiO doffs
REACH YOUR
PEOPLE AS
NEVER BEFORE!!!

o bus ministry
o outdoor rallies
o youth camps
o sporting events
o Sunday school
o street meetings
o guided tours
o vacation bible school
o prison ministries
o choral groups
o jolly sixties
o special ministries
o baptismal services
o playgrounds
•

•
•
•
•
•

LIGHTWEIGHT AND COMFORTABLE, WEK3HS ONLY 6 1 /2 LBS.
CONVENIENT HEAD-SET MICROPHONE HAS ITS OWN VOLUME CONTROL.
EASY ON- EASY OFF BELT OR SHOULDER HARNESS, FITS ALL SIZES.
LEAVES BOTH HANDS FREE.
FIVE FULL HOURS (48 INTERMITTENT) OF OMNI-DIRECTIONAL
PROJECTION BETWEEN CHARGES.

SIZE: ISVz" long x 7 " diameter—Conforms to back
WEIGHT: 6V2 lbs. CIRCUITRY: Solid State
FREQUENCY RANGE: 50 Hz to 16 KHz
AUDIO POWER OUTPUT: 15 Watts rms
QUICK CHANGE BATTERIES: 24 Volt rechargeable
Nickel Cadmium battery pack
MICROPHONE: Shock resistant-50 Hz to 16.000
Hz frequency range
HARNESS: Fully adjustable—Breakaway fasteners
BATTERY CHARGER: 115V input—11 Oma output
(Polarized input jack to
batteries) Recharges fully
discharged batteries overnight.

BATTERY LIFE: 5 full hours (48 intermittent) of
sound projection between charges.
CARRYING CASE: Zippered vinyl water repellent
bag. conveniently carries the
complete outfit.
SPEAKERS: 8 ohms—water repellent
MIC INPUT: High impedance
MIC SENSITIVITY: -50db M (re: 1 m w / 1 0 bar)
- 6 2 d b V (ra: 1 V/bar)
OPERATIONAL TEMP: - 4 0 ° F . to + 1 4 0 ° F .
HOUSING: Durable linear polyethylene
ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES: Entire unit
weather-proofed.

Over 9 0 0 Students Listen As Dr. Sumner Wemp Speaks
Over Audiopack.

Complete AUDIOPACK
Outfit includes—
D10 PACK
Amplifier Unit, with
re-chargeable Battery
pack
* Miniature Head-Set
Microphone
* Battery Charger

* Belt

• Shoulder Harness
• Zippered Waterrepellent Carrying
Case

\
^

$399

OO
Zippered. Water Repellent, Vinyl Carrying Case

PER UNIT

Makes It Ideal For Travel Also.

family mu/k centra
family book /hoppe & /ound chamber

•
•
D
D

FORT HILL VILLAGE
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24502
PLEASE SEND ME
AUDIOPACK(S).
ENCLOSED IS $
AS PAYMENT IN FULL.
UNDERSTAND THAT FAMILY MUSIC CENTRE
WILL PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES.
PLEASE SHIP C.O.D. AND I WILL PAY SHIPPING.
COLORS;
WHITE
BLACK

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
AREA CODE

STATE

ZIP

PHONE.

ALLOW 2 TO 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

Photos by Frank Moore
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